Kamasutra: A New, Complete English Translation of the Sanskrit Text : with Excerpts from the Sanskrit Jayamangala Commentary of Yashodhara Indrapada, the Hindi Jaya Commentary of Devadatta Shastri, and Explanatory Notes by the Translators Mallanaga Vatsyayana (2009), 'When the wheel of sexual ecstasy is in full motion, there is no textbook at all, and no order.' The Kamasutra is the oldest extant Hindu textbook of erotic l... 0199539162, 9780199539161

Your Scars Are Beautiful to God: Finding Peace and Purpose in the Hurts of Your Past  Sharon Jaynes (2006), Physical scars represent a story, a moment in one's life, and they show others that there is a history of healing. Noted author Sharon Jaynes shares with women how their internal scars--marks from past hur... 0736936904, 9780736936903

The Emergence of Probability: A Philosophical Study of Early Ideas about Probability, Induction and Statistical Inference  Ian Hacking (1984), Historical records show that there was no real concept of probability in Europe before the mid-seventeenth century although the use of dice and other randomizing objects was commonplace. Ian Hacking here presents a philosophical critique of early... 0521318033, 9780521318037

Therapeutic Fasting: The Buchinger Amplius Method: The Buchinger Amplius Method  Francoise Wilhelmi de Toledo, Hubert Hohler (2011), Fasting is an effective and safe method of detoxifying the body... it helps the body heal itself and stay well. Fasting can help reverse the aging process, and if we use it correctly we will live longer, happier lives. - James Balch, MD, Author, Prescription for... 3131644419, 9783131644411

Introducing Linguistics  R. L. Trask, Bill Mayblin (2000), More than anything else, language is what makes us human. Linguistics, the discipline which studies the structure, function and phenomena of language, h... 1840466359, 9781840466355

Thread - Paintings Kimberly Brooks: Exhibition Catalog  (2013), Artist Kimberly Brooks clusters paintings around a theme time-period or memory. This book is an exhibition catalog for"Thread" which was held at Taylor De Cordoba 2011. It depicts Deconstruction/unravelling portraiture.

Instructor's manual to accompany Better teaching through better measurement  Hanna (1993), 0155007637, 9780155007635

Little Sticks: The Story of Two Brothers  Alan James Dunlop (1985), 095960961X, 9780959609615

Formulae Quaedam Caute Et Citra Scandalum Loquendi de Praecipuis Christianae Doctrinae Locis, Pro Junioribus Verbi Ministris in Ducatu Luneburgensi  Urbanus Rhegius (2003), "The German reformer, Urbanus Rhegius (1489-1541), wrote this homiletical handbook in 1535 for young Protestant ministers in Germany. His theological guide to preaching on controversial topics of the Reformation exposes the challenge of presenting a balanced evangelical... 0874627079, 9780874627077

Fifty Cent Coin Collection  (2006), Fifty cent coins have been in circulation in Australia since 1966. If you look carefully, you'll notice they are not all the same. The Royal Australian Mint has issued a number ... 1865049638, 9781865049632

Business Law  Christopher J. Miller, N. E. Palmer (1992), 0130943509, 9780130943507

Kalifornien! Ein Reisefuhrer fur Unternehmungslustige Urlauber  Kathelen Johnson Williams, Cultural Studies Institute (San Jose) (1982), 0960605800, 9780960605804

More on the Gentle Art of Verbal Self-defense  Suzette Haden Elgin (1983), 0136011381, 9780136011385
Love the Miracle You Are Roger King, John Welding, Sarah Hales (2003), 0954648900, 9780954648909


Ancient Religions Sarah Iles Johnston (2009), Religious beliefs and practices, which permeated all aspects of life in antiquity, traveled well-worn routes throughout the Mediterranean: itinerant charismatic practitioners peddled their skills as healers, purifiers, cursers, and initiators; and vessel... 0674039181, 9780674039186


Parecia Leche Vertida Big Book Grade 1: Harcourt School Publishers Vamos De Fiesta Harcourt Brace (1999), Uses illustrations and text to tell about the shapes of clouds. 0153151579, 9780153151576

Hayes' Handbook of Pesticide Toxicology, Volume 1., ISBN 0123743672, 9780123743671 Robert Irving Krieger (2010), The Handbook of Pesticide Toxicology is a comprehensive, two-volume reference guide to the properties, effects, and regulation of pesticides that provides the latest and most complete information to researchers investigating the environmental, agricultural, veteri... 0123744814, 9780123744814

Hair Matters: Beauty, Power, and Black Women's Consciousness, Ingrid Banks (2000), Long hair in the 60s, Afros in the early 70s, bobs in the 80s, fuschia in the 90s. Hair is one of the first attributes to catch our eye, not only because it reflects perceptions of attractiveness or unattractiveness, but als... 081471336X, 9780814713365

Critical Thinking: Tools for Taking Charge of Your Learning and Your Life Richard Paul, Linda Elder (2011), For Student Success and Career Development, or Critical Thinking courses. Written by two of the leading experts in the field, this book's approach to critical thinking is as a process for taking charge of and responsibility for one's thinking. ... 013218091X, 9780132180917

A Life in Full Bloom Olivia Bennett (2002), 0972456805, 9780972456807

The Nimrod Mark Kelliher (2011), Read THE NIMROD, the "brilliantly original and astonishingly funny book" from Mark Kelliher, a Hollywood veteran of the Farrelly Brothers/Jim Carrey & Rene... 1456550144, 9781456550141


Groundwater Hydraulics V. Hlek, J. vec (2011), ELSEVIER SALE - ALL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BOOKS 50% OFF - ONE WEEK ONLY Groundwater Hydraulics 008086998X, 9780080869988

Twentieth Century Interpretations of A Tale of Two Cities: A Collection of Critical Essays Charles E. Beckwith (1972), A concise analysis of Dickens' classic that assesses its structure, symbolism, imagery, and significance in English literature. 0138842213, 9780138842215

Making Model Horse Harness (2005), 0954242823, 9780954242824

The Boy who Could Find Anything Joan Lowery Nixon (1978), David finds all sorts of missing items for other people but cannot locate his own possessions. 0156137488, 9780156137485

38 Weeks Till Summer Vacation Mona Kerby (1991), Life at R.B. Nolen Elementary School is
anything but boring. Skinny Nora Jean, chubby Rosalie, the ever-popular Thomasina, Rex, Chip, and the dreaded Jimmy Lee keep on their toes with a snake in the girls' bath...

Text & tradition: studies in Greek history & historiography in honor of Mortimer Chambers
Ronald Mellor, Lawrence A. Tittle (1999), 094169092X, 9780941690928

Civil Contingencies Bill: Amendments to be Moved in Committee
Great Britain: Parliament: House of Lords (2004), Civil Contingencies Bill : Amendments to be moved in Committee 0108419347, 9780108419348

Medium/Heavy Duty Truck: Electrical and Electronic Systems
Delmar, Delmar Thomson Learning (2002), This comprehensive series of 8 ASE test preparation booklets covers the ASE exams for Medium/Heavy Duty Trucks (T1-T8). These books are intended for any automotive technician who is preparing to take one or more ASE examination. They combine refresher materials with an abundance of sample... 0766848965, 9780766848962

Child Sexual Abuse in Queensland: Selected Research Papers
Project AXIS. (2000), 0957821115, 9780957821118

Libra the Zebra Comes to Town
Don Munch Jr (2011), Libra the Zebra Comes to Town is the first in a series of children's picture books starring the lovable animated character: Libra the Zebra. In this story, Libra appears to the children in town for the first time. She tells ... 0983658404, 9780983658405

World Evolution: Our Future in the Twenty-First Century
Gunter (Spirit), Margaret McCormick (1992), 0963193031, 9780963193032

Compliance with Public Procurement Directives: 12th Report (1988), 0104072881, 9780104072882

Electricity for Heating, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Rex Miller (1988), 0155209485, 9780155209480

Primer of Epidemiology, Fifth Edition
Gary D. Friedman (2004), 4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW! "Medical students, as well as students of public health, nursing, and other health professions will find this book highly valuable. The author is... 0071402586, 9780071402583

Catholic Truths for Our Children: A Guide for Parents
Patricia Maguire Armstrong (2001),

New Business Directions for the New Zealand Textile Industry: Papers Presented at the Twenty-fourth Annual Conference (New Zealand Section Silver Jubilee Year), the Textile Institute, New Zealand Section, 21 and 22 November 1996

CATIA Solids, [Anonymus AC03024757] (1997), 0966306007, 9780966306002

The Guide to Cooking Schools
Shaw Associates (1995),

Document Preparation for Classical Languages: Latin, Greek, Biblical and Medieval
(2010), This is the black and white edition. Full color is also available, ISBN 978-0-9826548-8-0. This book is intended to help people who need to prepare high-quality documents using many languages o... 0982654898, 9780982654897

Welcome to HorrorLand: A Survival Guide
Scholastic (2009), Welcome to HorrorLand is the essential chilling companion to the monstrously successful Goosebumps franchise that has sold more than 300 million copies and has been translated into more than thirty-two languages
The Letters of William and Dorothy Wordsworth: Volume VI. The Later Years: Part 3. 1835-1839, William Wordsworth, Dorothy Wordsworth (1982), Oxford Scholarly Classics is a new series that makes available again great academic works from the archives of Oxford University Press. Reissued in uniform series design, the reissues will enable libraries, scho... 019812483X, 9780198124832

Snow Country Yasunari Kawabata (2011), Shimamura is tired of the bustling city. He takes the train through the snow to the mountains of the west coast of Japan, to meet with a geisha he believes he loves. Beautiful and innocent, Komako is tightly bound by the rules of a rural geisha, and lives a life ... 0141950161, 9780141950167

The Hawk and the Wolf Mark Adderley (2008), The Island of the Mighty stands on the brink of war with the Roman Empire. Excalibur is lost-the sword forged by the gods in the dawn of days and passed down through generations of High Kings. Can Britain stand without the help of the go... 0978984021, 9780978984021

The Beatles: unseen archives (2003), 0760745838, 9780760745830

Ashby Maurice Valency (1988), ..".Here is a writer who helps us experience both sensually and intellectually; we gain immeasurably by the standards that he sets....We won't forget Ashby and its impact on our values because, willy-nilly, we have experienced an artistic revelation that will keep us nourished for long after w... 0941533514, 9780941533515

Sharing My Life: Building the Co-Operative Movement Harold Everett Chapman, University of Saskatchewan. Centre for the Study of Co-operatives (2012), 0988042002, 9780988042001

Analysis of Potential Self-guarantee Tests for Demonstrating Financial Assurance by Non-Profit Colleges, Universities and Hospitals and by Business Firms That Do Not Issue Bonds (1997), 0160628482, 9780160628481

Understanding Popular Music Roy Shuker (2001), Understanding Popular Music Cultureis an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the history and meaning of popular music. It begins with a critical assessment of the different ways in which popular music has been studied and the difficulties and debates... 041523509X, 9780415235099

Alice Maher: Natural Artifice Alice Maher (2007), 094872370X, 9780948723704

The Champ Enigma: The Complete Book Gus Gowers (1999),

Nobody Fixes Real Carrot Sticks Anymore Marianne M. Jennings (1994), 0964317406, 9780964317406

A Noble Radiance Donna Leon (2003), Donna Leon has topped European bestseller lists for more than a decade with a series of mysteries featuring clever Commissario Guido Brunetti. Always ready to bend the rules to uncover the threads of a crime, Brunetti manages to maintain his inte... 0142003190, 9780142003190

Ruby Rosa Guy (1976), Ruby Cathy is 18, beautiful, and desperately lonely. Transplanted from her warm, sunny home in the West Indies to crowded, urban Harlem, she is forced to live under ... 0140373241, 9780140373240

Psychologists' Desk Reference Gerald P. Koocher, John C. Norcross, Sam S. Hill (1998), Here is the indispensable companion for every mental health practitioner. Under development for over five years and fine-tuned by input and feedback from hundreds of clinicians and program directors, the Psychologist's Desk Reference presents the huge variety of inform... 0195111869, 9780195111866
The Universal Baseball Association, Inc., J. Henry Waugh, Prop: A Novel  Robert Coover (2011), J. Henry Waugh immerses himself in his fantasy baseball league every night after work. As owner of every team in the league, Henry is flush with pride in a young r... 1590203119, 9781590203118

Selling Through Negotiation: The Handbook of Sales Negotiation  Homer B. Smith (1987), 0961822813, 9780961822811

The Forestiere Underground Gardens: A Pictorial Journey  Silvio Manno (2005), 0974491165, 9780974491165

Amy Hest, On-Level Reader Grade 1: Harcourt School Publishers Storytown  Hsp (2005), 0153506180, 9780153506185

Books for Primary Health Care  Julia Stevens (1998), 0953261581, 9780953261581


Communication: Concepts and Processes  (1976), 0131530569, 9780131530560

Perspectives in Flow Control and Optimization  Max D. Gunzburger (2003), Flow control and optimization has been an important part of experimental flow science throughout the last century. As research in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) matured, CFD codes were routinely used for the simulation of fluid flows. Su... 0898718724, 9780898718720

Biology: Ordinary Level Leaving Certificate  Rothamsted Experimental Station (1997),

AFRICANA - 5 VOLUMES: THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AFRICAN AND AFRICAN AMERICAN WORLD  HENRY LOUIS GATES, KWAME ANTHONY APPIAH (2005),

Biology of the tapeworm Hymenolepis diminuta  Hisao P. Arai (1980), 012058980X, 9780120589807

Romanticism and the Uses of Genre  David Duff (2009), This wide-ranging and original book reappraises the role of genre, and genre theory, in British Romanticism. Analyzing numerous examples from 1760 to 1830, David Duff examines the generic innovations and experiments which propel the Romantic ‘revolution in literature’, ... 0199572747, 9780199572748

Steps in Composition  Troyka (),

How Dachshunds Came to Be: A Tall Tale About a Short Long Dog  Kizzie Elizabeth Jones (2012), Charming color illustrated tall tale not just for dog lovers everywhere, but for readers of all ages who ever wished for a friend. Discover how creatures of the ocean, the power... 1479280755, 9781479280759


The Clown Ministry Handbook  Janet Litherland (1982), This book tells the biblical beginning, the history and the current activities of clown ministry. Covered with descriptive information, are clown types, makeup tricks, wardrobe and props, performance techniques, skits, gags, and complete
Irish Baby Names Mairad Byrne (2005), On both sides of the Irish sea and across the Atlantic there is a great deal of interest in Irish names. This great value book will provide a comprehensive but accessible guide to the meaning of Irish names, together with their backgrounds and th... 0572031769, 9780572031763

A song for the Lord Mayor's table: a song cycle William Walton, Christopher Hassall (1963), 0193458624, 9780193458628

Grandma Spoils Me Mary H. Wright (2005), Children's picture book 0964549344, 9780964549340


The Community Care Grant: eleventh report of session 2010-11, report, together with formal minutes, oral and written evidence Great Britain: Parliament: House of Commons: Committee of Public Accounts (2010), The Community Care Grant provides an important safety net for those most in need by helping them to obtain essential items. The scheme has been frozen in cash terms since 2006-0... 0215555597, 9780215555595

Sports Nutrition: Vitamins and Trace Elements, Second Edition Ira Wolinsky, Judy A. Driskell (2005), In competitive sports where an extra breath or a millisecond quicker neural response can spell the difference between fame and mediocrity, a number of myths have persisted around the impact of what might be considered megadoses of various vit... 1420037919, 9781420037913

Mind series: exhibition manual (1990),

The Cult of the Right Hand Elaine Terranova (1991), 0385418116, 9780385418119

Neustadt: The Story of an Ontario Village Telfer Wegg (2006), 0969820747, 9780969820741


Communication, Language and Literacy from Birth to Five Avril Brock, Carolynn Rankin (2008), With the introduction of the new Early Years Foundation Stage in 2008, practitioners need to be able to meet the needs of all young children in the six areas of learning - one of which is communica... 1849206414, 9781849206419

The Invisible Writing: An Autobiography Arthur Koestler (1955),

The Nanotechnology Challenge: Creating Legal Institutions for Uncertain Risks David A. Dana (2011), Nanotechnology is the wave of the future, and has already been incorporated into everything from toothpaste to socks to military equipment. The safety of nanotechnology for h... 1139502387, 9781139502382

Contracting in a Counterinsurgency: An Examination of the Blackwater-Paravant Contract and the Need for Oversight : Hearing Before the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, One Hundred Eleventh Congress, Second Session, February 24, 2010, United States Congress. Senate. Committee on Armed Services (2010), 0160864291, 9780160864292

America's First City: St. Augustine's Historic Neighborhoods Karen G. Harvey (1997), 0963124188, 9780963124180

Something So Horrible: The Springfield Race Riot of 1908 Carole Merritt (2008), 0979918235,

In Search of Shortia: With Asa Gray in North Carolina 1879 John Howard Redfield, Asa Gray (2012), 0985219904, 9780985219901

The Church of Mary Magdalene: The Sacred Feminine and the Treasure of Rennes-le-Château Jean Markale (2004), An extensive examination of the religious anomalies and lost treasure of the Mary Magdalene Church in Rennes-le-Chau. Looks at the connection between the Templars, Cathars, and other enigmatic groups in the history of this church and the surrounding area. Maintains that Mary Magdalene was the h... 0892811994, 9780892811991

The Education (Student Support) Regulations 2001 Great Britain (2000), 0110292766, 9780110292762


Applied Stochastic Processes Mario Lefebvre (2007), Applied Stochastic Processes uses a distinctly applied framework to present the most important topics in the field of stochastic processes. Key features... 0387489762, 9780387489766

The Elemental Survey System Mateus Klemencic (1991), 0969063148, 9780969063148

The Bridegroom Ha Jin (2008), This new collection of short stories by the award-winning author of Waiting confirms Ha Jin's reputation as a master storyteller, as well as a master of the miniature. In The Bridegroom, the twelve stories capture a China in transition, moving from Maoism towards a more open... 1407020293, 9781407020297

The Tunnel Ernesto Sabato (2011), "When it was first published in Spanish, THE TUNNEL won the applause of Thomas Mann and Albert Camus and was described as an existentialist classic, " reminded The New York Times Book Review... 0143106538, 9780143106531


Assessing Student Nurses in Practice: A Comparison of Theoretical and Practical Assessment Results in England Louise Hunt, Paula McGee, Robin Gutteridge (2011), 0956766900, 9780956766908

365 Fascinating Facts about the Holy Land Clarence M. Wagner, Clarence H. Wagner (Jr.) (2000), Written from the unique perspective of one American who has made Israel his home for 22 years, this remarkable compilation gives you a bird's eye view of the Middle East, i... 0892214899, 9780892214891

Born by the River: People of the Mississippi River Towns (2006), "Born by the River: People of the Mississippi River Towns invites you into the lives of twenty-six people in eight locations on the river in Minnesota starting at the Headwaters in Itasca State Park, through the towns of Jacobson, Saint Cloud, and Elk River. After stopping... 0977693406, 9780977693405

This Game of Ghosts (Signed) Joe Simpson (2002), 0099440350, 978009440352

National Scenic Byway: Exploring Colorado’s Roads to Riches Doris Wolfe, Leah Quesenberry (,}
Secrets of the Ascended Life  Kelley Varner (2006), 0768423589, 9780768423587

99 Ideas and Activities for Teaching English Learners with the SIOP Model  MaryEllen Vogt, Jana Echevarria (2008), The Perfect Companion to Making Content Comprehensible for English Learners: The SIOP Model!!! This long-awaited new book by acclaimed authors MaryEllen Vogt and Jana Echevarria offers research-based, SIOP-tested techniques for lessons that include the eight SIOP components. Th... 0205521061, 9780205521067

Gasping for Airtime: Two Years In the Trenches of Saturday Night Live  Jay Mohr (2005), Now in paperback, the revelatory and surprising memoir of life behind the scenes at Saturday Night Live, by former cast member Jay Mohr his insider account of the inner workings of Saturday Night Live provides the scoop on quirky guests, pitch meetings, fake ... 1401308015, 9781401308018

Only Thru Love Does the White Dove Sing  White Doves (2004),


Evolving Ecstasy: Almost Human,  Melanie Nowak (2009), The relationship between Cain and Felicity has crested to a peak that leaves them unsure whether to step back for safety or jump into a future united in death. Felicity is unlike any human Cain has known before. Although he is a vampire, she treats him as an equal; a ... 0982410220, 9780982410226

Voyage  Elizabeth Walker (1990), 0944276806, 9780944276808

The Timetabler, a Software Package for the Development of School Timetables: Manual for Apple II, II+, IIe 64K RAM.  (1984),

Successful Computer Contracting in Australia  Christian Kreiberg (1999), 0957722702, 9780957722705

Harlem Treasures: A Unique Guide to Our Neighborhood Treasures and Sights  (2003), 0972674004, 9780972674003

Marketing Public Relations: The Hows that Make it Work  Rene A. Henry (2000), Henry tells the reader how to conduct all aspects of marketing public relations with knowledge of the rationale for each aspect -- from assembling a mailing list, to engineering a publi... 0813822076, 9780813822075


Visions & Longings: Medieval Women Mystics  Monica Furlong (1996), Presents writings by and about eleven Christian mystics who lived between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries, including Hildegard of Bingen, Clare of Assisi, Margery Kempe, and Hadewijch of Brabant 157062125X, 9781570621253

Beastly Poetry Book: An Anthology of Ghonlies, Ghosties, Ghastlies, Nasties, Hag-Bags and Scally Wags  (2004), 0954858743, 9780954858742

e-Study Guide for: Introduction to Politics  Cram101 Textbook Reviews (2012), Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook. 1467255394, 9781467255394

Christmas Thyme at Oak Hill Farm: Holiday Parties, Homemade Gifts, Holiday Decorations

Marge Clark (1994), CHRISTMAS THYME AT OAK HILL FARM is a new book by Marge Clark, author of the popular book, IT'S ABOUT THYME (ISBN 0-9620692-0-5, $14.95). CHRISTMAS THYME AT OAK HILL FARM is a story about how Marge, her family & friends celebrate the holidays. She gives us menus & recipes for parties th... 0964051451, 9780964051454

Dyffryn Nantlle: A Landscape of Neglect: a Photographic Journey Through the Abandoned Nantlle Slate Quarries

Alan Carr (1996), 0952924412, 9780952924418

Dancehall

Bernard F. Conners (2001), On June 4, 1982, the body of a young woman surfaced from 300 feet of water in Lake Placid, New York. Because of the depth and intense cold of the water, the... 0945167512, 9780945167518

At Random

Chris Scott, Gladys Clayton (1970), 095016500X, 9780950165004

The Renaissance: Studies of Art and Poetry

Walter Pater (2010), The era now referred to as the Renaissance represented an unparalleled blossoming of art and culture. Take a tour of the period through the imagination of ... 1775419339, 9781775419334

Why Can't Sharon Kowalski Come Home?

Karen Thompson, Julie Andrzejewski (1988), "Five years ago Sharon Kowalski was brain-damaged in an automobile accident. A court battle ensued between her family and her lover, Karen Thompson, whose attempt to file for g... 0933216467, 9780933216464

So Raw It's Downright Filthy: A Raw Vegan Cookbook

Joshua Ploeg (2011), 1934620823, 9781934620823

Paving the New Road

Sulari Gentill (2012), Its 1933, and the political landscape of Europe is darkening. Eric Campbell, the man who would be Australias Führer, is on a fascist tour of the Continent, meeting dictators over cocktails and seeking allegiances in a common cause. Yet the Australian way of life is not undef... 1921997079, 9781921997075

The Secret Cardinal

Tom Grace (2008), Ex-Navy SEAL Nolan Kilkenny is on the case to rescue an incarcerated Chinese bishop who could be the next pope. 0786731761, 9780786731763

Petroleum Based Adhesives in Building Operations

Great Britain. Health and Safety Executive (1977), 0118830325, 9780118830324

Bringer of Clouds and Rain

Wendy Hayden Sadler (2005), Bringer of Clouds and Rain is a Chinese euphemism for 'Lady of the Night'. But why has the man she loves branded Maxine in this way? Having been betrayed by her fiance, Jonathan, Maxine is whisked off to a holiday in Hong Kong with the mysterious Adam Warwick. Together, they discover Ho... 0955074320, 9780955074325

Too Cool for School: A Memoir

Elizabeth Collins (2013), Too Cool for School: A Memoir is the shocking, true story of how an innovative, free-thinking teacher was driven out of her job. Elizabeth Collins was a respected English teacher at a private high school. Sh... 0985093404, 9780985093402

Homework Machine

Dan Gutman (2009), Doing homework becomes a thing of the past! Meet the D Squad, a foursome of fifth graders at the Grand Canyon School made up of a geek, a class clown, a teacher's pet, and a slacker. They are bound together by one ... 1442407093, 9781442407091

Spiritual Roots: Historical Essays on the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Toronto at 150 Years of Age

Our Lady of Lourdes Sesquicentennial History (Organization) (1991), 0969546203, 9780969546207

Number Wonders: A Book of Amazing Number Facts!

Kevin Brougher (2001), "Hundreds of
absolutely amazing number facts.*Categorized into easy to reference chapters.*"Number Knowledge“ riddles included at the end of the book. 0970372957, 9780970372956

**Someone's Come to Our House** (1999), A poetic celebration, shared by extended family and friends, of a new baby’s arrival home. 0802851444, 9780802851444

**Web 2.0: Principles and Best Practices** John Musser (2007), 0596527691, 9780596527693

**Twoninetwo: essays in visual culture** Edinburgh College of Art. Faculty of Art and Design (2002), 0953602583, 9780953602582

**Images in Places of Worship** Emmanuel Opiah (2012), The author hopes that God will use the content of this book on physical and abstract images in places of worship, to transform the way worship is conducted in many Christian churches, as well as many Christians' attitude to the keeping of... 0956595839, 9780956595836

**Amazing Book of Matthew** Random House (2000),

**Never Too Old to Learn.** Wendy Butler, Margaret Stephens (2005), 0975670220, 9780975670224

**Business Law in Canada** Yates, Richard, Ruth Yates (1995), 0133154904, 9780133154900

**Privet, devchonka!** Liudmila TSaritsyna (2004), 0973363487, 9780973363487

**English as a Second Language Manual: Level three** (1993),

**Proposed Oroua Catchment Water Allocation Regional Plan** Manawatu-Wanganui (N.Z.). Regional Council (1993), 0958332355, 9780958332354

**500 Essential Graphic Novels: The Ultimate Guide** Gene Kannenberg (2008), In 500 Essential Graphic Novels the finest paperbacks, collections and hardcovers from around the world are gathered together for the first time in a volume that reveals the sheer diversity and rich talent that abounds in this visually thrilling medium. The crme de la crme of contemporary graphic...

**How the Right Brain Thinks** Margaret Janice Turner, Karen Hope (2005), 0968085075, 9780968085073

**Science Grade 6 Replacement Package Unit D: Harcourt School Publishers Science** Hsp (2007), 0153736852, 9780153736858

**Rawsome Flex** BR Publishing LLC, Tonya Zavasta (2009), 0974243477, 9780974243474

**Treasure Mountain** Timothy James (2010), Mia, a young woman, foresees a glimpse of her unborn baby in a supernatural experience. Upon waking, she wonders if it was just a dream? With unanswered questions about this unlikely sign from heaven, she ... 0983838208, 9780983838203

**The Fight and Other Writings** William Hazlitt (2005), Hazlitt is one of the greatest masters of English prose style and this new selection demonstrates the variety and richness of his writing. The volume includes classic pieces of drama and literature criticism, such as his essays on Shakespeare and Coleridge, as ... 0141937165, 9780141937168

**The Extraordinary Education of Nicholas Benedict** Trenton Lee Stewart (2013), Before there was a Mysterious Benedict Society, there was simply a boy named Nicholas Benedict. Meet the boy who started it all....Nine-year-old Nicholas Benedict has more problems than most children his age. Not only is he an orphan with an unfortunate nose, but also he has narcolepsy, a condition ... 0316176206, 9780316176200
Electricity, Fluid Power, and Mechanical Systems for Industrial Maintenance Thomas E. Kissell (1998), This book reflects the recent shift in industry that finds companies consolidating employees from multiple tradessuch as electricians, mechanics, pipe fitters, and hydraulic techniciansinto a single position deemed "mechanic." Specifically designed to meet this change and prepare stu... 0138964734, 9780138964733


Christian Excellence Jon Johnston (),

I-Spy Quiz Book Rose Hill (1986),

The White Stones Lester Vaughan (2000), 'The people on this island don't like archaeologists,' the woman on the ferry says. You only want to study the 4,500 year-old Irish megalithic stones, but very soon strange things begin to happen to you. Can you solve the mystery in time? 0194232131, 9780194232135

Stalin: a political biography Isaac Deutscher (1949), 0192111744, 9780192111746

The Man of Feeling Henry Mackenzie (1987), Mackenzie's hugely popular novel of 1771 is the foremost work of the sentimental movement, in which sentiment and sensibility were allied with true virtue, and sensitivity is the mark of the man of feeling. The hero, Harley, is followed in a series... 0192817760, 9780192817761

(),


The Alan Carter Price Guide to Seriously Blokey Collectables (2008), There's garagenalia (best in the world), enamel signs (best in the world), militaria, tools, clocks, advertising, sport, tins, nautical, metal, scales (best in the world). Then there's stuff off the farm - blokey toys, jew... 0980390826, 9780980390827

Natural Causes Michael Palmer (2011), Dr Sarah Baldwin races to a Boston hospital with a young woman whose normal labour has suddenly become a matter of life and death. As she struggles to save both mother and baby, she doesn't know that two other women have a... 0099564378, 9780099564379

The Laws of the Spirit World Khorshed Bhavnagri (2009), WITH A BRAND NEW LOOK! ON FEBRUARY 22, 1980, KHORSHE and RUMI BNAVAGRIS WORLD WAS SHATTERED. ONE MONTH LATER, A NEW ONE OPENED. Khorshe and Rumi Bhavnagri lost their sons, Vispi and Ratoo, in a tragic car crash. With both their sons gone, the couple felt they would not survive for long. They had... 817992985X, 9788179929858

Construction Manager: 1995 Civitello (1994),
Jeweler's Resource Bureau's Sourcebook for Designers and Artisans  Martie Slawek, Simone Lipton,   Jeweler's Resource Bureau (2000), 0967626706, 9780967626703


New Beginnings: Devotions to Develop the Greatest Romance  Rebecca Lynn Wilke (2012), Designed to help couples experience marriage as a journey united by mutual love and intimacy with God. Every month covers a specific topic that all couples deal with at ...

Compiler Design  Nicholas J. DeLillo (),


Solomon Snow and the Silver Spoon  Kaye Umansky (2007), "This over-the-top parody of Oliver Twist-type adventures is a good giggle." - KIRKUS REVIEWS  Now with a dynamic new cover! Prepare, dear reader, for the tale of Solomon Snow, his bossy friend Prudence, and the insufferable Infant Prodigy as they set out in search of Sollys ... 076363218X, 9780763632182

Frida: A Biography of Frida Kahlo  Hayden Herrera (1983), An in-depth biography of Mexican artist Frida Kahlo details her haunting and original painting style, her turbulent marriage to muralist Diego Rivera, her association with communism, and her love of Mexican culture and folklore 0060118431, 9780060118433

Color Dying Light  Sam Falls (2009), 0980093597, 9780980093599

Laura's Luck  Marilyn Sachs (2001), In the second of three books about a poor family living in the Bronx in the 1940s, Laura, the older sister, has to cope with the pleasures and pains of going off to camp. 0595175902, 9780595175901

A2Z and More Signs  Julian Rothenstein, Mel Gooding (2006), This astonishing book of alphabets, emblems and logos brings together the editors own selection of alphabets and features from their two famous previous volumes, Alphabets and Other Signs and ABZ: More Alphabets and Other Signs, and adds much MORE new material. Capricious ... 0500286043, 9780500286043

A Ballad of the Civil War  Mary Stolz (1998), A Brother's War Tom Rigby didn't think that anything could ever come between him and his twin, Jack. But things begin to change when Tom learns that they are not allowed to play with their friend Aaron anymore because he's a slave. Tom is upset, but Jack doesn't seem to care. All Jack ... 0064420884, 9780064420884

Medici Money: Banking, metaphysics and art in fifteenth-century Florence  Tim Parks (2013), The Medici are famous as the rulers of Florence at the high point of the Renaissance. Their power derived from the family bank, and this book tells the fascinating, frequently bloody story ... 1847656870, 9781847656872

Relationship Between Disarmament and International Security  United Nations Staff (1982), 0119073730, 9780119073737

Cases in Management Accounting and Control Systems  William Rotch, E. Richard Brownlee (1995), This collection of cases challenges readers to diagnose a situation, lend order to a somewhat unstructured picture, and then to apply useful analytical frameworks to deal with the issues. It includes a variety of case... 0131031287, 9780131031289

Harmony and Voice Leading,  Edward Aldwell, Carl Schachter (2003), A comprehensive volume
spanning the entire theory course, HARMONY AND VOICE LEADING begins with coverage of basic concepts of theory and harmony, and moves into coverage of advanced... 0155062425, 9780155062429


The History of Camberley George Collingwood Brownlow Poulter (1969), 0950026905, 9780950026909

Frogs Into Princes: Neuro Linguistic Programming Richard Bandler, John Grinder (1990), This work covers Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP), a model of human experience and communication. Using the principles of NLP, the book asserts that it is possible to describe any human activity in a detailed way that allows the reader to make many chang... 187084503X, 9781870845038

The Musical Quarterly: Issue 2 Leon Botstein (2000), Covering the entire range of musical composition and performance from early music to twentieth-century jazz and pop The Musical Quarterly has established itself as the premier musicological journal in the USA. Each ...

Art's Emotions: Ethics, Expression and Aesthetic Experience Damien Freeman (2012), How is that artistic works have the power to move the human heart? Why does Manet's Woman with a Parrot evoke reverie, and an Edward Elgar cello concerto, nostalgia? What is the value of such experiences? Art's Emotions is a re... 0773540067, 9780773540064

Computer Directory for Schools Instructor Magazine Staff (1987),

Miner's Pond Anne Michaels (1997), Prior to her stunning debut novel, Fugitive Pieces, Anne Michaels had already won prizes and acclaim for her two poetry collections. The Weight of Oranges and... 0771058780, 9780771058783

Daniel Radcliffe Vicky Shipton (2008), We all know Daniel Radcliffe's face from the Harry Potter films. But how did he get the job? Did he always want to be an actor? And what did he do before Harry Potter? This is the story of Daniel's young life. 1405867655, 9781405867658

Family Tree: Writing Historical Fiction Based on Family History Jennifer Johnson Garrity (2006), 0977070417, 9780977070411

In Our Village: Boto, Ethiopia Through the Eyes of Its Youth Barbara Cervone (2012), 0981559565, 9780981559568


Dead Certain, Claire McNab (1992), The fifth tension-laden adventure for Carol Ashton, featuring the classic closed room puzzle mystery buffs adore. 1562800272, 9781562800277

Libelli 44-68, Lucien de Samosate (1980), 0198145926, 9780198145929

Vu Et Lu Andrew Colley, Heather Rendall, Laurel Gibb (1995),

La Mercadera Leonardo Rossiello (2001), 0949274070, 9780949274076

The Tales of Teddy Typhoon Alistair MacRae (1999), 0953596702, 9780953596706

The C.S. Lewis Journal C. S. Lewis (2006), This beautiful writing journal provides the ultimate way to experience the genius of C. S. Lewis. Combing timeless wisdom from a variety of his works including Mere Christianity, The ... 0060891882, 9780060891886
Sidmouth: The War Years, 1939-1945 (2001), 0953802124, 9780953802128

Pugwash and the Midnight Feasts Pugwash and Wrecke: Pugwash and Wreckers John Ryan (1984), Captain Pugwash and his crew are captured by bad Jake and his pirates but a second invasion of their ship, by canoe-loads of islanders, saves the day. Wicked Jake plots to wreck the "Black Pig" on the rocks but the cabin boy Tom's quick thinking turns the tables on him. Sug... 0140319239, 9780140319231

Quick Access Reference for Writers Lynn Quitman Troyka, Douglas Hesse (2012), ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registr... 0321846184, 9780321846181

Laughter Was Created for Days Like This: Prayers, Chuckles & Reminders That God Really Has Things Under Control Inc Product Concept Mfg (2010), We all have those days when it's good to be reminded that we are not alone, God is with us, and He will get us through! Keep this book close by for your daily dose of inspiration and prayer along with a good measure of laughter. 0984332898, 9780984332892

The Soft Edge: A Natural History and Future of the Information Revolution Paul Levinson (1998), The Soft Edge is a one-of-a-kind history of the information revolution. In his lucid and direct style, Paul Levinson, historian and philosopher of media and communications, gives us more than just a history of information technologies. The Soft Edge is a book about theories on the evolution of t... 0415197724, 9780415197724

Top Notch Level 4 Tests+Cd Joan Saslow (2006), 0131106333, 9780131106338

Prairie Prose... And Cons (1999), 0970084803, 9780970084804

Younger Fiction Pack RHCB (1996),

Plain & fancy: American women and their needlework, 1700-1850 Susan Burrows Swan (1977),

Indomitable Spirit Kim Munro (2009), 'Indomitable Spirit' is the inspirational (fictional) story of one woman's struggle to master the art of karate-do. On the road to mastering her art, she not only discovers truths about herself, but also finds some of the hard lessons... 0956443508, 9780956443502

Little by Little Amber Stewart (2008), Scramble is a little otter who can't swim. At the beginning of the story, we find him in the middle of writing a list. It's his Can-do and Can't-do List. The Can't do side just s... 0192727362, 9780192727367

Under One Sky Jodie Forrest (2004), A penetrating astrological reading... how does the astrologer do it? Watch twelve experts representing twelve different astrological traditions interpret the same natal chart, blind! All they knew was the birth data of the woman whose bir... 096491137X, 9780964911376

The Pile: The Store. Inside Out Mavor Moore (1973), 0969045522, 9780969045526


Our drug crisis, where do we go from here?: hearing before the Committee on Government Reform, House of Representatives, One Hundred Sixth Congress, first session, January 22, 1999 United States. Congress. House. Committee on Government Reform (1998), 0160594553, 9780160594557

The Masterpiece: God's Unfolding Revelation Joseph Chambers (2009), The Book of Revelation is a storybook. It takes the reader from the scene of Christ's glory as the Fathers High Priest in His heavenly temple to the final temple called New Jerusalem where His Bride will dwell eternally with Him. T... 0984061118, 9780984061112


Principles of Operations Management + New Myomlab With Pearson Etext Access Card Jay Heizer, Render (2013), Directed primarily toward undergraduate business college/university majors, this text also provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals. Principles of Operations Manage... 0133130754, 9780133130751

Listen for the Nightingale Zenda Vecchio (2002), Novel for young adults. Tells the story of Kathleen's confusion about her family and how it leads to thoughts of suicide. Her thoughts of dying are symbolized by a serpent, whilst the nightingale becomes a symbol of hope. Author lives ... 0947304665, 9780947304669

Torts Ronald W. Eades, Marc A. Franklin (1986), 0159005035, 9780159005033

Buyer Behavior in Marketing Strategy John A. Howard (1994),

Enough Blood Shed: 101 Solutions to Violence, Terror and War Mary-Wynne Ashford (2013), Proven strategies for peace from an awakened civil society -- "the second superpower" 155092379X, 9781550923797

An Instant Guide to Wildflowers Pamela Forey (1986),

A Heart That Finds His Way: More on the Line Gloria A. List (2005), 0970986106, 9780970986108

Utilitarianism and Distributive Justice: Jeremy Bentham and the Civil Law Paul Joseph Kelly (1990), Drawing extensively on Bentham's unpublished civil and distributive law writings, classical and recent Bentham scholarship, and contemporary work in moral and political p... 0198254180, 9780198254188

The American Slave Narrative and the Victorian Novel Julia Sun-Joo Lee (2010), The American Slave Narrative and the Victorian Novel investigates the shaping influence of the American slave narrative on the Victorian novel in the years between the British Abolition Act and the American Emancipation Proclamation. In a period when few books sold more than five hundred copies, ... 0195390326, 9780195390322

What If: Out of a Black Hole (2004), To help people think and teach by the Socratic Method, to build integrity and critical thinking. 0970313284, 9780970313287

G Proteins and Calcium Signaling  Paul H. Naccache (1990),  0849345723, 9780849345722

The Penguin History of New Zealand  Michael King (2012), New Zealand was the last country in the world to be discovered and settled by humankind. It was also the first to introduce full democracy. Between those events, and in the century that followed the franchise, the... 0143567578, 9780143567578


Tales of Old Lloyd Harbor: Historical Accounts of a Long Island Village in Archive, Legend, and Personal Recollection  George P. Hunt (2001),  0970314604, 9780970314604

The Alibi Man  Tami Hoag (2007), She was a vision. She was a siren. She was a nightmare. She was dead. Now he needed her to disappear. And he knew just how to make it happen. The Palm Beach elite go to great lengths to protect their own and their own no l... 0739327003, 9780739327005

Priest: A Novel  Ken Bruen (2008), Ireland, awash with cash and greed, no longer turns to the Church for solace or comfort. But the decapitation of Father Joyce in a Galway confessional horrifies even the most jaded citizen. Jack Taylor, devastated by the recent trauma of personal loss, has always believed himself to be ... 1429930047, 9781429930048

Under Ethiopian Skies  Graham Hancock, Richard Pankhurst, Duncan Willetts (1983),  0946825009, 9780946825004

The Oxford Companion to Musical Instruments  Anthony Baines (1992), From panpipes, to the agogo bell, to the tuba, musical instruments have formed an integral part of the cultures of the world. Their range and diversity--including the simples... 0193113341, 9780193113343

I Like That--  Pete O'Reilly (2004),  0973468319, 9780973468311

The War in Laos 1960-75  Kenneth Conboy (2012), As World War II drew to a close, the Imperial Japanese military seized control of Laos, a French protectorate, and encouraged nationalist movements to forestall the revival of French power in the region. Despite these efforts t... 1780967640, 9781780967646

Pop's Truck  (1994),  0170081826, 9780170081825

Walking with Mary: A Resource for Primary School Teachers  Wayne Threlfo (2001),  0957840004, 9780957840003

Waltur Paints Himself Into a Corner: And Other Stories  Barbara Gregorich (2007), Waltur and his friends Matilda and Darwin are back in this collection of three stories that help beginning readers understand funny everyday sayings like trying not to paint you... 0618747966, 9780618747962

Dooryard Herbs  Linda Ours Rago (1995),  0964848902, 9780964848900

The New Busy Man's Bible: A New Age Approach to Christian Fundamentals  M. Lee Morris (2009), This is a stimulating, quick read, for Busy agnostics and spiritual seekers who would be accepting of a Christianity that is less traditional and has more of the %u201CNew Age%u201D appeal now associated with eastern religions, and who might be curious to learn that th... 0981985408, 9780981985404

Women of the Old Testament  Camille Fronk Olson (2009), Focuses on some of the remarkable
women of the Old Testament whose struggles and life situations are not unlike the women of today. Features full-color illustrations that reveal something about each woman's life and the customs associated with her culture as well as a "Points to Ponder" section at... 1590387910, 9781590387917

The Boy on Drums and His Sister on the Cymbals  Artis Bernard (1999), 0967958105, 9780967958101

Devils Quest  Random House (1993),

A Guide to the Lee and Stort Navigations  Ken Oliver, Sally Pribul (1994), 0952336200, 9780952336204

Emily Bront: A Chainless Soul  Katherine Frank (1992), 0140156267, 9780140156263

Way of the Universal Life Force: Tapping the Power Within  James Eke (1995),

The Girl from France  Laurent Boulanger (2007), NUMBER #1 RANKED AMAZON WRITER* In the cold winter of Strasbourg, a medieval town in the North-East of France, 11-year-old Clotilde is living a quiet existence with her frail father, a Catholic priest. In the loneliness of her existence,... 0975847740, 9780975847749

Simple Modern Maths, Volume 2  Florence Colonna Boyde, Royston Albert Court, A.M. Court, J.C. Hawdon (1977), 0174310080, 9780174310082

Awake to Nap  Nikki McClure (2006), This board book features Nikki McClure's collection of alphabet paper cuts. (Nikki had a show in Los Angeles earlier in the spring of 2005 where she so... 1570615071, 9781570615078


Trees and Woodlands in Cheshire: A History and Guide  Richard Smart (1992), 0952034204, 9780952034209

Grandeur of the Lion  Carl Muller (2012), 0143414461, 9780143414469

Rockets Family Fun Activity Guide And Directory  Steven I. Finkelstein (1994), 0964052709, 9780964052703

Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology  Donald C. Rizzo (2009), Now in its third edition, this best selling full-color text is better than ever! This book has retained all the special features from the previous edition while adding new features to enhance your learning, broaden your experience of the anatomy and phy... 1111038694, 9781111038694

Bigger Than a Button  Elsie Karr Kreischer (2002), Through rhyming verse and illustrations find out what baby can get that is bigger than a button. 097089404X, 9780970894045

The Moses Expedition: A Novel  Juan Gomez-Jurado (2011), A lost treasure, a Nazi war criminal, and an expedition to find a legend . . . After fifty years in hiding, the Nazi war criminal known as the Butcher of Spiegelgrund has finally bee... 141659065X, 9781416590651

Trust No One  Linda Sue Park (2012), There's a traitor in the Cahill family . . . When seven members of their family were kidnapped, thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill and his older sister, Amy,
0545324157, 9780545324151


**The Parish Pantry** Judy H. Seikel (1987), 096193140X, 9780961931407

**Sculpture at Goodwood, Volumes 94-98** Ann Elliott (1998), 0952523353, 9780952523352

**Bush Tucker Man: Stories of Exploration and Survival** Les Hiddins (1999), 0733308163, 9780733308161

**The Travelling Vampire Show** Richard Laymon (2012), Winner of the 2000 Bram Stoker Award for Best Horror Novel. Grandville holds few excitements for teenagers Dwight, Rusty and Slim ... until The Travelling Vampire Show comes to town. They might be too young to get in but what's to stop them going to Janks Field and watching the crew set up for the s... 0755391772, 9780755391776


**David and the Phoenix** (2001), Back by popular demand! A timeless tale first published in 1957, "David and the Phoenix" has proven to be a children's classic. David and his new friend, the Phoenix, fly to various adventures and misadventures with mythical beings and an ill-intentioned scientist,... 1930900139, 9781930900134

, Volume 1, (2006),


**Pageant World History** Gerald Leinwand (1990), 0136480802, 9780136480808

**9 Lives, I Will Survive** Jan Crossen (2007), Joshua is a tenacious young boy who, like a lucky feline, appears to live a charmed life by defying death on several occasions. His challenges began while he was still in his birth mother's womb. This is a story of survival, and the interracial adoption of an older, special needs child into a... 0979398193, 9780979398193

**Prentice Hall Writer's Companion: Teacher's resources** (1995),

**Math Concept Reader Collection Deluxe Grade K** Hsp (2007), 0153685190, 9780153685194

**Anzac Day Parade** Glenda Kane, Lisa Allen (2010), Story of the meeting of a young boy and an old man on Anzac Day. The young boy is wide-eyed and wanting to hear stories of the glories of war and death; the old man, a former member of the 18th Battalion, is sad to remember the reality of what was faced. Story covers the Battle of Cre... Wir Fangen An Gisela Dumka (2002),

**Imaginary Girls** Nova Ren Suma (2012), A tense thriller, full of supernatural overtones, and completely impossible to describe without giving away the story. You will either love it or hate it! Me? I couldn't put it down. Dark and challenging. (For ages 14 and up) -Recommended by Jeff, City Lights Books 014242143X, 9780142421437

**Little Dogs: Training Your Pint-sized Companion** Deborah Wood (2004), Small dogs (described as those 12 and under or 20 lbs. and under) have special needs that require training techniques
specifically formulated for their small statures and distinctive personalities. Little Dogs: Training Your Pint-Sized Companions... 0793805376, 9780793805372

So, You Want To Be A Lawyer, Eh?: A Comprehensive Guidebook for Prospective and Current Canadian Law Students Adam Letourneau (2005), Thinking of becoming a lawyer? Attending law school in Canada? Finally-it's here-the guidebook you've been waiting for. Every year, an estimated 10,000-15,000 people apply to 16 Canadian law schools, vying for just over 2000 coveted spots. The competition is even fiercer when applying for a job a... 0973809205, 9780973809206

Cinnamon Girl Blues Wilma Brockington (2007), 0981680607, 9780981680606

Days Gone by: People, Places and Pictures of Llanfairfechan, North Wales Margaret Roberts (2012), 0955267315, 9780955267314

Mr Eight Sharyn Lee Eastaugh (2011), Mr Eight is a giant octopus, and he's just the sort of pet Henry has always wanted! 0143305565, 9780143305569

Penguin Adults Only Kiwi Joke Book Gordon Kerr, Penguin Group (2006), Strap on your seat belt for the ultimate ride through the world of bad taste! Be prepared to be offended as you laugh out loud at the best (and worst) adults-only jokes around. Something to o... 0143020803, 9780143020806

Progress in Nucleic Acid Research and Molecular Biology, Volume 2 J. N. Davidson, Serge N. Timasheff, C. H. Hirs (1964), 0125400039, 9780125400039

Tue Greenfort, photosynthesis Tue Greenfort, Solange de Boer, Witte de With, centrum voor hedendaagse kunst (2006), ?I don't observe nature as an external phenomenon, but play and interact within a space ? call it a habitat or a certain environment ? where other organisms are present besides me.? Tue GreenfortGreenfort?s art evokes a world in which animals, h... 0974568805, 9780974568805

Loan Documentation for Lawyers John E. Moye (1993), 094338088X, 9780943380889


Wolf Wing Tanith Lee (2008), Following their marriage, Claidi and Argul are drawn back to her birthplace, the House, where yet again they are led to seek the answer to the riddle of Ustareth. Reprint. 1439516227, 9781439516225

Texas Law Enforcement Handbook: Also Available as Texas Contemporary Criminal Procedure Larry E. Holtz, Warren J. Spencer (1997), The Texas Law Enforcement Handbook has been created exclusively for criminal justice practitioners operatingin the state of Texas. It presents a new and innova-tive appro... 096292105X, 9780962921056

The Voyage of Odin's Raven Michael Ingram (1982), 0946363005, 9780946363001

Frederick Hill and Washington Old Hall Sheila Arbuckle (2005), 0955101905, 9780955101908

Fort Worth, Texas: The Travel Guide for Kids (1989), 094560002X, 9780945600022

Stable in Bethlehem: A Christmas Counting Book Joy N. Hulme (2007), Illustrated with stunning, jewel-toned art, and featuring a festive foil-trimmed jacket, this gracefully written picture book captures the true Christmas spirit in a way children can easily understand. In te... 1402741219, 9781402741210
A Fire You Can't Put Out: The Civil Rights Life of Birmingham's Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth  
Andrew M Manis (2001), This first biography of Fred Shuttlesworth-winner of both the 2000 Lillian Smith Award and the 2001 James F. Sulzby Jr. Award-details the fascinating life of the controversial preacher who led integration efforts in Birmingham with the cou... 0817311564, 9780817311568

Amanda the Panda Donna Finch (2009), It's a dreary grey day for Amanda the Panda...but as she's drinking her morning tea, suddenly she makes a wish! Join Amanda and her friends, Ming-Ling... 1615467971, 9781615467976

A Fire You Can't Put Out: The Civil Rights Life of Birmingham's Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth
Andrew M Manis (2001), This first biography of Fred Shuttlesworth-winner of both the 2000 Lillian Smith Award and the 2001 James F. Sulzby Jr. Award-details the fascinating life of the controversial preacher who led integration efforts in Birmingham with the cou... 0817311564, 9780817311568

Amanda the Panda Donna Finch (2009), It's a dreary grey day for Amanda the Panda...but as she's drinking her morning tea, suddenly she makes a wish! Join Amanda and her friends, Ming-Ling... 1615467971, 9781615467976

Mathematics for the Digital Age and Programming in Python Maria Litvin, Gary Litvin (2010), Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, hig... 0982477546, 9780982477540
RUTS File 3, Volume 3  Stefan Zaklukiewicz (1992), 0951917013, 9780951917015

Gwyddor Y Blodau  Matthew Hedges (1994), 095239877X, 9780952398776

Top Songs  Jackie Holderness (1999), Top Songs is a delightful collection of traditional songs and chants for children starting English at primary school. The video combines animation with imaginative performances filmed on location in Britain. Top Songs Activity Book reinforces and e... 0194590682, 9780194590686

Jumping Spiders: Gold-Medal Stalkers  Sandra Markle (2012), What arachnid can jump up to 40 times its body length? It's a jumping spider! In this book, you will learn how jumping spiders are similar to and different from other arachnids. Close-up photographs and diagrams reveal extraordinary details about the jumping spider's b... 076138796X, 9780761387961

PE CA Stndzd Tst Pro/Bnchmrk T  HSP (2001),

Common-Cause Failure Database and Analysis System: Software Reference  K. V. Kvarfordt (1998), 0160629349, 9780160629341


Factors Influencing Water Quality in the Tay Estuary  Alison D. Reeves (1994), 0108357007, 9780108357008

LM Keystone 6 Traits  (2004), 0137150245, 9780137150243

(),

Betty Crocker's Best Recipes of the Year  Betty Crocker (1990), Now, for the first time in one volume, here is the all-star collection, more than 200 great recipes emphasizing everything that is new in American cooking. 51 full-color photographs. 0130735604, 9780130735607

Surgical Systems: Structure and Function  Timothy Scott Hall (2012), This manual reviews the important critical functions of a department of surgery which are synthesized into specific departmental roles. A departmental organizational structure and the required personnel is present... 0988554208, 9780988554207


Provence - Artists - Gardens  Julia Droste-Hennings (2008), Julia Droste-Hennings presents over 20 Provencal gardens styled by the adept minds and hands of artists. Their gardens take many forms, from imposing sculpture parks to... 0500514097, 9780500514092

Miscellaneous Finished Metal Products  Stationery Office, The (1989), 0115341528, 9780115341526

From Alpha to Omega: the Bible Quiz Book  Murray Coombes (1997),


America: Pathways to the Present: Teaching Resources (Survey)  Andrew Cayton, Elisabeth Perry,
Linda Reed, Allan Winkler (),

**The Beardless Warriors: A Novel of World War II** Richard Matheson (2007), In 1944, long before he wrote such classic novels as I Am Legend and What Dreams May Come, author Richard Matheson served as an eighteen-year-old replacement in the 87th Division du... 1429913673, 9781429913676

**Fort Pelly Journal of Daily Occurrences, 1863** (1987), 0969252609, 9780969252603

**The Research Paper: A Guide to Library and Internet Research** Dawn Rodrigues, Raymond J. Rodrigues (2003), Technically two books in one (a guide to writing research papers, and an introduction to traditional library and online searching. 0131846825, 9780131846821

**The Hands That Made Them: Quilts of Adams County, Pennsylvania** Adams County Quilt Documentation Committee (1993), 0963677330, 9780963677334

**Thing is the Thing** Benet Spencer (2011),

**Schott: 100 Years of an American Original** Rin Tanaka, Jason Schott, LLC. Rin Studios, Schott N.Y.C., Corporation, Schott Bros (2012), 0988918900, 9780988918900

**Course 2,** Suzanne H. Chapin, Prentice-Hall, inc (1997),

**Lucky and Alex Not Without a Storm** Mike Trost (2003), Fiction, nontraditional western incorporating romance and humor. 0974027901, 9780974027906


**Fruits from the Forest: The First Steps to Developing Community Orchards and Edible Landscapes** Jonathan Woods (1996), 0952385260, 9780952385264


**What's It All About?: Philosophy and the Meaning of Life** Julian Baggini (2010), What is the meaning of life? It is a question that has intrigued the great philosophersand has been hilariously lampooned by Monty Python. Indeed, the whole idea strikes many of us as vaguely pompous and perhaps more than a little absurd. Is there... 0195315790, 9780195315790

**Themes in the Philosophy of Music** Stephen Davies (2005), Representing Stephen Davies's best shorter writings, these essays outline developments within the philosophy of music over the last two decades, and summarize the state of play at the beginning of a new century. Including two new and previously unpublished pieces, they addres... 0199280177, 9780199280179

**Some Geographical Notes on Ancient Egypt: A Selection of Published Papers, 1975-1997,** Alessandra Nibbi (1997), A selection of papers published over the last twenty years. They are largely concerned with the physical aspects of ancient Egypt - the identification of places, the meaning of words, plant types, interpretation of hier... 0951070479, 9780951070475

**True Self-esteem: Precious in the Eyes of God** Jim McManus (2005), Self-esteem is a psychological concept rooted in human nature. Yet, people need an understanding of self-esteem that is healthy, Christian-based, and nour... 0764812807, 9780764812804

**Loyalty: The Hanes Family, United Empire Loyalists** Janet B. Uren (2009), 09730666717, 97809730666715

**First Green Goblin Storybook** Enid Blyton (1992), 009993700X, 9780099937005
Principles of Accounting Financial  Walter T. Harrison, Jocelyn Kauffunger (2009),

Languages in Aotearoa New Zealand  Royal Society of New Zealand (2013), 0987652583, 9780987652584

Introduction to Conservation Genetics  Richard Frankham, Jonathan D. Ballou, David Anthony Briscoe (2010), "This impressive author team brings the wealth of advances in conservation genetics into the new edition of this introductory text, including new chapters on Population Genomics and Genetic Issues in Introduced and Invasive ... 0521878470, 9780521878470


Single and Fabulous  Jacinta Richmond (2009), 0980416469, 9780980416466

Advances in Cancer Research, Volume 39  George Klein, Sidney Wienhouse (1983),

A Woman of Moderation  Dee Brestin ( ),

Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment Annual Report and Accounts 2010/11  Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE), Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons (2011), This is the final full year annual report and accounts for the CABE which subject to Parliamentary approval will be dissolved in the autumn of 2011. 0102971978, 9780102971972

Adelaide medical graduates: SAPMEA for further education annual conference  (1989),

Twenty-nine and a Half Reasons.  Denise Grover Swank (2012), When Rose reports for Fenton County jury duty she figures she's lucky to get out of a morning working at the DMV. Instead, despite a disastrous encounter with the new assistant district attorney, Mason Deveraux, she's picked as a juror on a murde... 1475089570, 9781475089578

(),

Routledge Dictionary of Economics  Donald Rutherford (2013), The Routledge Dictionary of Economics, now in its third edition, provides the clearest, most authorative definition of economic and financial terms available. The book is perfect for students and professionals interested in a broad range of disciplines including Business, Economics, Fina... 1136240241, 9781136240249

Positive Psychology in Practice  P. Alex Linley, Stephen Joseph (2012), A thorough and up-to-date guide to putting positive psychology into practiceFrom the Foreword: "This volume is the cutting edge of positive psychology and the emb... 1118428900, 9781118428900

Solar Returns Through the Eyes of Horary  Christina Wise (1996), 0965158438, 9780965158435

Hearing on GAO report on VA inspector general special inquiry regarding patient deaths at the VA hospital in Columbia, Missouri, and on VA quality assurance improvement: hearing before the Subcommittee Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, House of Representatives ...  United States. Congress. House. Committee on Veterans' Affairs. Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations (1998), 0160577454, 9780160577451

Supportive Oncology: Expert Consult  Mellar P. Davis, Petra Feyer, Petra Ortner, Camilla Zimmermann (2011), Supportive Oncology, by Drs. Davis, Feyer, Ortner, and Zimmermann, is your practical guide to improving your patients quality of life and overall outcomes by integrating palliative care principles into t... 1437735940, 9781437735949

Calvary Cemetery, St Mary's, Drogheda: History and Tombstone Inscriptions, ISSN 1393-5224  James Garry (2002), 095320037X, 9780953200375
Prentice Hall World Explorer: Geography Tools and Concepts
Heidi Hayes Jacobs, Brenda Randolph, Michal LeVasseur, Prentice-Hall, inc (2003), 0131161474, 9780131161474

Forensic Assessments in Criminal and Civil Law: A Handbook for Lawyers
Ronald Roesch, Patricia A. Zapf (2012), While the vast majority of criminal and civil lawyers must at some time come into contact with a forensic mental health evaluation, either when requested by their ... 0199766851, 9780199766857

Alchemical Healing: A Guide to Spiritual, Physical, and Transformational Medicine
Nicki Scully (2003), Combines shamanism, alchemy, and energy medicine to create a unique healing modality Explores how to turn the base substance of who you are--the dark mystery of your subconscious--into the alchemical gold of knowledge and enlightenment Includes techni... 1591439302, 9781591439301

Overseas Trade Statistics of the United Kingdom with the World (Including Data for Countries Within the European Community: Intrastat)
Customs And Excise Staff, Great Britain. Customs and Excise. Tariff and Statistical Office (1996), 0117020303, 9780117020306

The Fight Within
Wanda Briscoe (2012), Come travel this journey with me as I share my personal story while dealing with the emotional, mental and spiritual road that I've traveled as I've dealt with battling Breast Cancer. The... 098832752X, 9780988327528

All that Hums: Poetry and Lyrics of Ray Underwood, Volume 1.
Ray Underwood (1995), The life of an artist continues each time we experience his art. Announcing publication of ALL THAT HUMS. Volume 1 of the Poetry of Ray Underwood. With photography & art by Rilla B. Un... 0964989808, 9780964989801

Still Guilty
Pat Simmons (2013), Cheney Jamieson discovers that she is unable to carry a child to full term due to a botched abortion years earlier, while her brother deals with an ex-girlfriend who made the same choice and her husband searches for his illegitimate son. 1601627572, 9781601627575

Community Care: Funding for Local Authorities : Third Report [of The] Social Services Committee, Session 1989-90, Together with the Proceedings of the Committee

Sonoran Gambit
Jay Michael Jorgensen (2009), 0615278973, 9780615278971

Marketing: Concepts and Strategies
Dann (1992), 017008924X, 9780170089241

English Panelled Rooms of the Classical Period
Bowes Museum (Durham, England) (1972), 0950237507, 9780950237503

Time and Human Language Now
Jonathan Boyarin, Martin Land (2008), What can you say after you say that the worldor at least human life on itlooks like it's nearing its end? How about starting with wonder at the possibility that dialogue and subjectivitythe bases of human languageare possible now? In Time and Human Lan... 0979405734, 9780979405730

The Gnarled Man Rises
Mark S. Bauer (2005), 0974114391, 9780974114392

Explore Understand Machine Gr6
Vicor ()

Baron Crocodile: The Story of Horatio Nelson
Elizabeth Newbery (2005), Using a lively combination of words and pictures, this easily accessible and visually appealing book takes young readers on a journey through Nelsons life. Along the way, it answers questions such as,Why was Nelson such an inspirational leader? Who called him Baron Crocodile? How did he lose... 0948065672, 9780948065675
Beer Songs for the Lonely F K Needles (2006), Beer Songs is an intoxicated ramble of the Parisian streets. It is un-apologetic, surrealistic, funny, sometimes sloppy, and always full of life. It is a cry of lo... 0978989201, 9780978989200

e-Study Guide for: Biological Explorations: A Human Approach by Stanley E Gunstream, ISBN 9780131560727 Cram101 Textbook Reviews (2012), Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook. 1619066211, 9781619066212

Two Weeks' Notice, Rachel Caine (2012), After dying and being revived with the experimental drug Returne, Bryn Davis is theoretically free to live her unlife--with regular doses to keep her going. But Bryn knows that the government has every intention of keeping a tight lid on Pharmadene's life-altering discovery, no matter t... 0143567039, 9780143567035

The Princess Book (1974), A collection of nine original stories about beautiful and energetic princesses clever enough to cope with the likes of dragons, evil curses, and handsome princes. 0528820958, 9780528820953

Testing Language Proficiency Randall L. Jones, Bernard Spolsky (1975), 0155991000, 9780155991002


The Gangs of Liverpool: From the Cornermen to the High Rip - The Mobs That Terrorised a City Michael Macilwee (2007), Victorian Liverpool was a city of abundant wealth and abysmal poverty. By day the broad streets bustled with wealthy merchants making fortunes from the booming dock trade. By nightfall they were taken over by fearsome gangs from the foul courtyards... 1903854601, 9781903854600

Elementary linear algebra Bernard Kolman (1996), This introduction to linear algebra offers a balance between abstraction/theory and computational skills. 0133747298, 9780133747294

Design Ideas for Basements Wayne Kalyn (2008), Design Ideas for Basements presents hundreds of ideas for turning a basement into stylish, comfortable living space. It also provides the information a homeo... 1580114245, 9781580114240

Go! with Microsoft Publisher 2010 Comprehensive Shelley Gaskin, Alicia Vargas (2011), The primary goal of the GO! Series, aside from teaching computer applications, is ease of implementation, with an approach that is based on clearly-defined projects for students and a one of
a kind supplements package.

**Practice Made (More) Perfect: Transforming a Financial Advisory Practice Into a Business** Mark C. Tibergien, Rebecca Pomerig (2011), A revised and expanded look at how to thrive and prosper in the financial advisory businessA new and revised edition of the eye-opening, no-nonsense handbook on managing and growing a financial-advisory business, Practice Made (More) Perfect is packed with industry insight and pra... 1118095499, 9781118095492


**Financial Services** John Eve, Ingrid Leeman (1995), 0198335652, 9780198335658

**The World Encyclopedia of Comics** Maurice Horn (1999), 0791048543, 9780791048542

**A Computer Generated Database of School Magazines Located in the Irish Studies Library SELB** Joseph Downey (1996),

**Once Saved Always Saved?: A Study in Perseverance and Inheritance** David Pawson (2012), This book reconsiders the phrase "Once saved, always saved" and challenges the reader to re-examine the security of his or her salvation.

**Nurse Executive Exam Secrets Study Guide: Nurse Executive Test Review for the Nurse Executive Board Certification Test** Mometrix Media LLC (2014), ***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Nurse Executive Exam Secrets helps you ace the Nurse Executive Board Certification Test, without weeks and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive Nurse Executive Exam Secrets study guide is written... 1610723309, 9781610723305

**A Circle of Sisters: Alice Kipling, Georgiana Burne-Jones, Agnes Poynter and Louisa Baldwin** Judith Flanders (2001), THE MACDONALD SISTERS--Alice, Georgiana, Agnes, and Louisa--started life in the teeming ranks of the lower-middle classes, denied the advantages of education an... 0393052109, 9780393052107

**The American Character** Norman Vincent Peale (1988), A collection of true stories attesting to the altruistic character of the American people tells of the courageous, compassionate, and generous acts--without regard... 0800716051, 9780800716059


**101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful Internet Business** Susan Sweeney, Kara Sweeney (2010), In a newly revised fourth edition, this invaluable resource takes an in-depth look into the new American dreamrunning ones own e-business from home. Starting with a guide to defining what is most importantwith family, a flexible schedule, financial freedom, and risk l... 1931644799, 9781931644792

**Ancient Israel: Highlights from the Collections of the Oriental Institute, University of Chicago** Gabrielle Vera Novacek (2011), On January 29, 2005, the Oriental Institute celebrated the official public opening of the Haas and Schwartz Megiddo Gallery. This occasion marked the return of some of the most extraordinary artifacts ever excavated in the southern Levant to permanent public display. The Oriental Institut... 1885923651, 9781885923653

**40 Plus--Recipes to Make Food Taste as You Think It Should** Bonnie Fowler, John Fowler (2000), 0968655904, 9780968655900
Henrietta the Hyena

Denise Spiller (2007), Henrietta is a special hyena. She was born different; She did not have any spots. Determined and sparked by playful youth, Henrietta set out on an exciting journey to earn her spots. She forgets only one thing, her way home. How will Henrietta ever earn her spots?


Bryan F. J. Manly, Liliana Gonzalez, Charles Sullivan (1994), 0959803238, 9780959803235

Essn Entrepren& Small& Qckbks 2004 Intro Pkg

ANONIMO (2004), 0131552236, 9780131552234

Garden of Love: Poems

Bryony Jagger (1990), 0959793828, 9780959793826

Social Security Act 1973, Social Security Provision for Chronically Sick and Disabled People


The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius: A Study

R. B. Rutherford (1991), Marcus Aurelius, Roman emperor from AD 161 to 180, is renowned for his just rule at home and for his long frontier wars. But his lasting claim to fame rests on the work known as the Meditations - a bedside book of reflections...

Structured Cobol Technology

Watt (1997),

A Primer of Practical Logic

Ronald Yezzi (1989), 0961936819, 9780961936815

The Entire World of R: Book of Elicitation Techniques

Christine Ristuccia, Daymon W. Gilbert, James E. Ristuccia (2005), 0976049074, 9780976049074

Atlantic Airline Routes: A Selection of Over 3000 Airline Routes Traversing the North and South Atlantic Oceans: Aircraft of 120 Companies Flying to 260 Destinations Including Freight & Charter Companies

(2000), 0953504727, 9780953504725

Little Women (Collins Classics)

Louisa May Alcott (2010), HarperCollins is proud to present a range of best-loved, essential classics. "Wouldn't it be fun if all the castles in the air which we make could come true and we could live in them?" A heart-warming tale of love, sisterhood and hardship...

Pricing Life: Why It's Time for Health Care Rationing

Peter A. Ubel (2001), Although managed health care is a hot topic, too few discussions focus on health care rationing--who lives and who dies, death versus dollars. In this book physician and bioethicist Peter A. Ubel argues that physicians, health insurance companies, managed care organiza...

The Complete Book of Fruits and Vegetables

Francesco Bianchini, Francesco Corbetta (1976), Paintings of virtually every plant used for food are accompanied by information on the origins, histories, uses, nutritional characteristics, and horticulture of each

Global Politics

Stoett, Sens ()

Unexpected Metamorphosis: Alissia Roswell: Book One

Tianna Holley (2013), Alissia Roswell had worked hard to overcome her past, and she took immense pride in her independence. Just when she thought she was truly satisfied with her life, she wakes up to find herself in another reality. As she searches for...

Status of the District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority: hearing before the Subcommittee on the District of Columbia of the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, House of Representatives, One Hundred Fifth Congress, first session, November 12, 1997

David D. Hall compares the reforms they enacted with those attempted in England during the period of the English Revolution. Bringing with them a deep fear of ar... 080787311X, 9780807873113

Take Charge - Get Results: A Simple Approach to the Principles of Success George J. Morse (2005), 0977487709, 9780977487707

Tam's Pup Sharon Northrup (2009), After Old Tam's untimely death, a litter of puppies was born to his mate, Jeannie, on the ranch in Colorado. Though Gwen had intended to keep the most likely pup for a trial dog, her heart is captured by the runt of the litter, little Punk. Punk is mischief incarnate-again and again... 097946904X, 9780979469046


Adventure on Dolphin Island Ellen Prager (2005), A family vacation aboard a rented sailboat turns into a horrible nightmare when young Kelly Wickmer is swept off the boat in a raging storm in the Bermuda Triangle. Alone in the wild sea, the timid young gir... 0595357911, 9780595357918

French Twentieth Bibliography: Critical and Biographical References for French Literature Since 1885 (1990), This series of bibliographical references is one of the most important tools for research in modern and contemporary French literature. No other bibliography represents the s...

The man who loved Cat Dancing Marilyn Durham (1972), Jay Grobart is about to pull off a train robbery, a crime necessary because of the 10-years he just spent in prison. 0151569401, 9780151569403


Decontamination in Primary Care Dental Facilities: Policy, Context and Requirements Manual; 196:0. 2; England Great Britain. Department of Health, Stationery Office (2011), This guidance is intended to progressively raise the quality of decontamination work in primary care dental services by covering the decontamination of reusable instruments within dental facilities. It is intended to be used, or referred to, by all members of... 0113229135, 9780113229130

William Shakespeare's Hamlet, Prince of Denmark William Shakespeare (2004), From Longman's new Cultural Edition series, Hamlet, edited by Constance Jordan, includes the play and contextual materials from the era of Shakespeare. This edition represents Shakes... 032114922X, 9780321149220

Vocal Wisdom Giovanni Batti Lamperti, William Earl Brown (2010), This book an EXACT reproduction of the original book published before 1923. This IS NOT an OCR'd book with strange characters, introduced typographical errors, and jumbled words. This book may have occasional... 1140273108, 9781140273103

Metal Men A. Craig Copetas (1986), Marc Rich -- the most wanted white-collar criminal in America -- was one of the most successful metal traders in the world. Before there was Michael Milken or Ivan Boesky, Rich rose through the ranks to amass a multibillion dollar fortune in the halcyon days of high-flying c... 006097060X, 9780060970604

Professional Responsibility Instruction in Canada: A Co-ordinated Curriculum for Legal Education W. Brent Cotter (1992),

Port Hope: A History Ian Montagnes (2007), 0978196805, 9780978196806

Fine Words Butter No Cabbage: 26 Years of WhiteWalls Anthony Elms (2007), The longest-running
journal dedicated to artists projects in the world, WhiteWalls recently exhibited "Fine Words Butter No Cabbage"a celebration of twenty-six years of conceptual... 0945323069, 9780945323068

**A People's History of the United States** Howard Zinn (2010), A classic since its original landmark publication in 1980, Howard Zinns A Peoples History of the United States is the first scholarly work to tell Americas story from the bottom up from the point of view of, and in the words of, Americas women, factory workers... 0061965588, 9780061965586

**Economics: Level 1, Book 1** Lawrence James Stenhouse (1991), 0959763791, 9780959763799


**Charmed Knits: Projects for Fans of Harry Potter** Alison Hansel (2007), Sit and Knit a Spell You'll soon be knitting enchanting things you didn't know were within your powers. Charmed Knits offers dozens of patterns for items that evoke the mystique of Harry Potter - a Wizard Robe, an Invisibility ... 0470165804, 9780470165805

**Music Fundamentals, Methods and Materials for the Elementary Classroom Teacher** Rozmanjzl, Boyer-Alexander (1999),

**Opus epistolarum Des. Erasmi Roterdami.** Desiderius Erasmus, Percy Stafford Allen, Barbara Flower (1928),

**Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon** Irving Lester Jensen (1974), 0802410219, 9780802410214

**The Adventures of Covent-Garden [by George Farquhar], in Imitation of Scarron's City Romance [or Rather, of Antoine Furetire's "Le Roman Bourgeois"]]** COVENT GARDEN., George Farquhar, Antoine FURETIRE (1699),

**Lotus: The Renault Years** Kenneth Wells (1987), 0946132291, 9780946132294

**Benches** Bob Komives (1997), 0962928151, 9780962928154

**The Ballad of Dusty Mary and Other Bush Verse** Marilyn Campbell, Judy Campbell (2010),

**Consumer India: Inside the Indian Mind and Wallet** Dheeraj Sinha (2011), A richly insightful account of one of the most significant transformations in the world today. Dheeraj Sinha's intelligence vividly illuminates the intersection of culture and commerce in New India. Adam Morgan Foundereatbigfish Among the many books I have read on the cultural evolution taking place i... 0470826320, 9780470826324


**Design Challenges: Monograph One** Sigrid Sample Piroch (1991), 0963000608, 9780963000606

**Media Minefield: A Journalists' Guide to Media Regulation in New Zealand** Steven Price (2007), 0958205884, 9780958205887

**The Vagabond** Colette (1960), Thirty-three years-old and recently divorced, Ren e N r has begun a new life on her own, supporting herself as a music-hall artist. Maxime, a rich and idle bachelor, intrudes on her independent existence and offers his love and the comforts of m... 0140089055, 9780140089059

The Fighting Top  George Jepson, Charles White (2006), This is the first volume in a literary journal focusing on the best in new art and literature with a nautical theme. 0972630368, 9780972630368

Fundamentals of General, Organic and Biological Chemistry  John McMurry (2000),

Unsteady Free Surface Flow  M. Chaudhry (),

A Confederate General from Big Sur  Richard Brautigan (1999), Richard Brautigan's first published novel is the story of a lost weekend set in the wilds of Big Sur, California in 1957. Lee Mellon believes he is the descendant of the only Confederate general to have come from Big ... 0862419646, 9780862419646


Introduction to Drawing  Roger Winter (1983), 0134807561, 9780134807560

Mental Health in Primary Care: A New Approach  Andrew Elder, Jeremy Holmes (2002), Mental Health has finally come home to primary care, where 90% of all patients with psychological difficulties are diagnosed and treated, and where Governments increasingly see the bulk of mental health commissioning and practice as belonging. This book, whose contributors uniquely include... 0198508948, 9780198508946

An Education  Lynn Barber (2009), 'A cautionary tale, a tragedy of innocence lost' Sunday Telegraph 1960: A stranger in a sports car offered sixteen-year-old Lynn Barber a lift. It chan... 0141044144, 9780141044149

Love Your Wife-- Get Better Sex: 7 Strategies for a Sexier Marriage  Dennis Yanke, Fina Scroppo (2009), 0981087604, 9780981087603

Lingayatism: Past and Present  Mahdvi (1986),

The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes  John Maynard Keynes (2012), Between the outbreak of war in 1939 and his death in 1946 Keynes was closely involved in the management of Britain's war economy and the planning of the post-war world. This volum... 110769664X, 9781107696648

Jack and the Beanstalk  Kathleen Lines (1960), 0192795899, 9780192795892

Australian Pharmaceutical Industry at a Crossroad?: Report of the 2007 Medicines Australia Member Economic Survey  (2008), Offers an overview of the current state of the innovative pharmaceutical industry in Australia, its evolution over time and the factors influencing its development. 0980504902, 9780980504903

The Opposite Shore: North Sydney and Its People  Eric Russell (1990), History of the suburbs and people of north Sydney by a historian and established author of local histories. Covers the period from before white settlement to the present... 0959366377, 9780959366372

Yoshua Okon  Chiara Arroyo (2010), Yoshua Ok n's video installations encourage viewers to interrogate their attitudes about marginality and class. His recent works are represented here, along with journal entries and sketches. 0982678916, 9780982678916

I Can be a Volunteer: Activity Book National Council of Jewish Women (1982), Introduces children to the idea of volunteering, and gives some examples of volunteer work they might do. 0941840085, 9780941840088

Podcasting for Real Estate Professionals "Butch" Charles Grimes, WeTalkEnterprisesPublishing (2006), This book shows Real Estate Professionals how to create, produce and distribute Podcasts for business. Podcasting offers Real Estate Professionals a hot new way to promote their services and make more money in Real Estate. Business Podcasts are like radio talk shows, but not broadcast. Instead, the... 0977945006, 9780977945009


Southern California Reformed Baptist Conference Papers 2012, Volume 1 Samuel E. Waldron (2012), 0976003910, 9780976003915


Douglas A-4A/B Skyhawk in Navy Service Steve Ginter (2001), "Heinemann's Hot Rod," "Tinker Toy," "Bantam Bomber," all nicknames for the embodiment of simplicity and design efficiency in the best attack aircraft ever (author's opinion). Read all about its development, compon... 0942612493, 9780942612493

Receptors and Hormone Action, Volume 1, Bert W. O'Malley, Lutz Birnbaumer (1977), Receptors and hormone action... 0125263015, 9780125263016

Motoring Through the Years (1969), 0950162205, 9780950162201

Grass Roots Book Marketing: Almost 300 Free Ways to Promote Your E-Books and Pods Rusty Fischer (2003), 0971079668, 9780971079663

Advanced molecular dynamics and chemical kinetics Gert D. Billing, Kurt V. Mikkelsen (1997), A comprehensive, in-depth presentation of theoretical underpinnings and mathematical techniques This is the first book of its kind to combine all the theories of molecular reaction dynamics and chemical kinetics in a single source. It provides a sophisticated tre... 047112740X, 9780471127406

The Oxford school dictionary Dorothy C. Mackenzie (1981),

The Third Verse Trilogy Lily G. Stephen (2008), What's ahead for humankind and Planet Earth? How can we engage our spiritual evolution to effect transformation of human consciousness? Never more relevant than now, Lily Stephen's aw... 0971265933, 9780971265936

Radiology and the Law: Malpractice and Other Issues  Ronald L. Eisenberg (2004), Practically every radiologist would benefit from an all-encompassing guide to malpractice issues in radiology. Dr. Ronald Eisenberg, a highly respected ... 0387403094, 9780387403090

The adventures of Snitch, Snatch Snoop and Scoop  Charles Toman (1981),

Official Journal of the European Communities  Office for Official Publications of the European Communities (1992), 0119115174, 9780119115178


The European Beer Almanac  Roger Protz (1991), 0948403284, 9780948403286

Challenge Tg G4 Villa 09  HSP (2006),

Aerospace Materials Handbook  Sam Zhang, Dongliang Zhao (2012), Whether an airplane or a space shuttle, a flying machine requires advanced materials to provide a strong, lightweight body and a powerful engine that functions at high temperature. The Aerospace Materials Handbook examines these materials, co... 1439873291, 9781439873298

Human Anatomy  ENRICO (2006), Take a journey inside the mysterious world of our body, through pages of beautiful and detailed anatomical images. Analysis and summaries throughout the text allow study of the human body, from its posture and bipedal walk, to the development of the ... 1844060799, 9781844060795

Wings and Things: True Flying Stories  Al Rioni (2007), 0974806552, 9780974806556

The Dimwit's Dictionary: More Than 5,000 Overused Words and Phrases and Alternatives to Them  Robert Hartwell Fiske (2006), This compilation of thousands of overused words and phrases, and alternatives to them, is the ultimate tool for the writer who seeks to weed out common, tired, language and replace it with crisp, concise writing. Humorous examples of bad langu... 1933338113, 9781933338118

Economics Today Serv&sacc Myeconlab&iclickr  (2009),

Perelman's Pocket Cyclopedia of Cigars  Richard B. Perelman (1995), 0964925826, 9780964925823

1,001 Secret Money Saving Formulas  Myles Bader (2000), 1586630008, 9781586630003

Designing Object-oriented Software  Rebecca Wirfs-Brock (1990), Practical and down-to-earth in approach, this bestseller explores the art of designing object-oriented software. It offers basic design principles and a specific design process that can be applied to any software programming effort -- even thos... 0136298257, 9780136298250

The Hole in the Hill  Ruth Park (1961), When Brownie MacKenzie and her brother Dunk went to New Zealand with their father to dispose of an old farm property he had inherited, they never imagined what adventures, and dangers, lay ahead of them. 0330028537, 9780330028530

What It Takes: The ABC's of Excelling  Keith F. Bell (1995), 0945609221, 9780945609223

Greenwich and the London River  (2012), The year 2012 will be a momentous one for Great Britain, for London is to host the Olympic Games and the Queen will celebrate her Diamond Jubilee. Not
only is Greenwich to be the site of the Olympic equestrian events, but one of the highlights of the

**On Canaan's Side** Sebastian Barry (2011), 'As they used to say in Ireland, the devil only comes into
good things.'Narrated by Lilly Bere, On Canaan's Side opens as she mourns the loss of her
grandson, Bill. The story then goes back to the moment she was forced to flee Sligo, at the end of the...
0571274706, 9780571274703

**Cobol: From Micro Mainframe Fujitsu Version** Prentice Hall PTR (2000),

**The Armchair Conductor: How to Lead a Symphony Orchestra in the Privacy of Your Own Home**
Dan Carlinsky, Ed Goodgold (1994), 1852865393, 9781852865399

**The Broccoli Agenda** (1999), Alternative super-heroic/crime noir tale of an individual whose love for
and obsession over broccoli forever alters his life. Fully illustrated, 96-page graphic novel; B&W
interiors, color covers.

**Krewe of Hecate** Sim Shattuck (2006), A New Orleans Mardi Gras troupe (a krewe) named after the
Greek goddess Hecate, patroness of witchcraft and the uncanny, decided to descend into the
Underworld, capture the th...
0978612051, 9780978612054

**All about Health: An Introduction to Health Education** Dorothy Baldwin (1985), 0198327196,
9780198327196

**Struggling Up the Learning Curve: Solvency II and the Insurance Industry** Shirley Beglinger (2010),
0956388817, 9780956388810

**LCF 36** Francis A. Hynes (1994), Memoires van een bemanningslid van het landingsvaartuig
Landing Craft, Flak 36, dat o.a. deelnam aan de geallieerde aanval op Walcheren in nov. 1944.
0952355604, 9780952355601

**Chinese Restaurants Never Serve Breakfast** Roy Gilligan (1986), Patrick Riordan, a private
detective, accidentally discovers the body of a young Carmel painter and is determined to bring her
murderer to justice 0962613622, 9780962613623

**Physical Examination of the Spine and Extremities** Stanley Hoppenfeld (2015). This clear, concise
manual fills the growing need for a text covering the process of physical examination of the spine
and extremities. Serving students and clinicians as a functional guidebook, this text incorporates
three important features- a tight consiste...
0131128256, 9780131128255

**Future Changes in Pesticide Registration Within the EC: Proceedings of a Symposium Held at the
University of Reading, UK, 3rd-5th January, 1990** Barry A. Thomas (1990), 094840440X,
9780948404405

**Looking at Lympstone** Lympstone Society (1975), 0950410209, 9780950410203


**Memorandum on Entry Requirements to Courses of Teacher Training in Scotland** Great Britain.
Scottish Office. Education Department, Scottish Office Education Dept. Staff (1994), 0114952531,
9780114952532

**South Australian Marriages: Index of Registrations, 1917-1937, Volume 1, ** Anthony Leo Cobiac (2002),
0947280529, 9780947280529

**2003 Directory of Chemical Producers - Mexico** SRI Consulting (2003),
Berlin: The Downfall 1945  Antony Beevor (2007), The Red Army had much to avenge when it finally reached the frontiers of the Reich in January 1945. Political instructors rammed home the message of Wehrmacht and SS brutality. The result was the most terrifying example of fire and sword ever known... 0141032391, 9780141032399

The Fine Art Collection of Feline Art  Shunichi Yamamoto (2008), Parodies of famous paintings, with cats in place of the human models. 0981931308, 9780981931302

Escape from Psychiatry: The Autobiography of Clover  Clover (1999), 0967116376, 9780967116372

Great War Memories: Soldier's Experiences 1914-1918  (1987), 0948494050, 9780948494055

Finding Your Way to a Healthier You: Based on the Dietary Guidelines for Americans  Uspto (2005), Provides science-based advice to promote health and to reduce risk for major chronic diseases through diet and physical activity. Advises the consumer how to make smart choices from every food group; finding a balance between food and physical activity;... 016072399X, 9780160723995

The Duff Cooper Diaries: 1915-1951  Duff Cooper (2006), The long awaited and highly revealing diaries of the politician, diplomat, and socialite who married Lady Diana Cooper, Duff Cooper was a first-rate witness of just about every significant event from 1914 to 1950. His diary includes some magnificent s... 0753821052, 9780753821053


Pretty As a Picture: Fabric Frames  Pam Aulson (1981), 0960189645, 9780960189649

Pastures of the Blue Crane  Hesba Fay Brinsmead (1964), Novel for older children, set in northern NSW, about a girl's discovery of her part-South Sea Island background. 0192712373, 9780192712370


Homer Price, Volume 29.  Robert McCloskey (1976), Homer Price lives two miles out of Centerburg, where Route 56 meets 56A, but most of his friends and relatives live in town. They include Aunt Aggy and Uncle Ulysses, the Sheriff and the boys, Miss Terwi... 0140309276, 9780140309270

Holy Eucharist for the Children of God  Roger Warren Weaver (2003), 0970957556, 9780970957559

The Straw Bale House  Athena Swentzell Steen, Bill Steen, David Bainbridge (1994), Imagine building a house with superior seismic stability, fire resistance, and thermal insulation, using an annually renewable resource, for half the cost of a comparable conven... 0930031717, 9780930031718

Ridington: The Genealogy of the Thomas Ridington Family from Its Inception in 1790, and the Story of Its Spread from Cornwall Into Areas of England and North America  W. L. Clink (1989), The earliest known ancestor was Thomas Ridington (1768-1830), son of John Riddington and Jane Cox, who was from Leicestershire, England. In Plymouth he met Ma... 0969194889, 9780969194880

ITIL V3 Planning to Implement Service Management  Colin Rudd, Office of Government Commerce (OGC) (2010), This handbook provides advice and guidance to organisations considering implementing service management. It features a six-step process to planning service managem...
Children of the Morning Sun  William Arthur Barnhill (2000),  0967883229, 9780967883229

Loi Hay Y Dep  Thich Phuoc Nhan - Ngoc Luan Chau (2008),  0980483603, 9780980483604

Reclaiming Mission as Constructive Theology: Missional Church and World Christianity  Paul S. Chung (2012), Reclaiming Mission as Constructive Theology offers a compelling case for the need to integrate God's mission and missional church conversation with a public and post-colonial study of World... 1610972279, 9781610972277

Dry: A Memoir  Augusten Burroughs (2004), From the bestselling author of Running with Scissors comes Dry the hilarious, moving, and no less bizarre account of what happened next. You may not know it, but you've met Augusten Burroughs. You've seen hi... 0312423799, 9780312423797

Three-Dimensional Electron Microscopy of Macromolecular Assemblies: Visualization of Biological Molecules in Their Native State: Visualization of Biological Molecules in Their Native State  Joachim Frank (2006), Cryoelectron microscopy of biological molecules is among the hottest growth areas in biophysics and structural biology at present, and Frank is arguably the most distinguished practitioner of this art. CryoEM is likely over the next few years to take over... 0195182189, 9780195182187

8 Habitos de Los Lderes Eficaces de Grupos Pequeos: Como Transformar Tu Ministerio Fuera de Las Reuniones  Dave Earley (2013), El libro trata acerca de las cualidades que debe tener alguien que este liderando un grupo celular de iglesias.

Stores and Retail Spaces 2  (2000),  0944094341, 9780944094341

The Psychology of Thoroughbred Handicapping: Lessons and Valuable Insights  Thomas Wilson (2007), One Louisville professor's journey into better habits of thought for picking winners at the races--Presents the application of basic human psychology to the activity of Thoroughbred Handicapping with entertaining... 0979883709, 9780979883705


International Accounting  Frederick D. S. Choi, Gary K. Meek (2005), Clear writing and a focus on the essentials of international accounting make this award-winning book the quintessential source for international accounting. This 5th edition ... 0131480979, 9780131480971

Digital Travel Photography: Urban Landscapes  Alex Chow (2010), Meaningful, intriguing photographs are not always flashy and glamorous. Touristy shots of famous, iconic landmarks can chronicle your itinerary, but these typical postcards are also a dime a dozen. A captivating photograph is a reflection of your journey. It tells a story about the world th... 0981321100, 9780981321103

Knowledge Management  Awad, Elias M. Awad (2004), The Km Subject Matter Is A Subset Of Content Taught In The Decision Support Systems Course. This Text Is About Knowledge How To Capture It, How To Transfer It, How To Share It, And How To Manage It. Awad Takes Students Through A Process-Oriented Examination Of The Topic, Striking A Balance Be... 8131714039, 9788131714034
**De Niro's Game** Rawi Hage (2013), De Niro's Game is the stunning winner of the IMPAC Dublin Literary Award and the very first novel by up-and-coming Lebanese literary star Rawi Hage, also author of Cockroach. Bassam and George are childhood bes... 024196492X, 9780241964927

**Old Bear Tales** Jane Hissey (1999),

**Oxford Reading Tree Traditional Tales: Stage 5: The Moon in the Pond** Chris Powling, Nikki Gamble, Thelma Page (2011), The Moon in the Pond is a Brer Rabbit tale from African-American traditional stories. Rabbit tells Bear and Fox that the moon has fallen in the pond. Will they be able to res... 019833947X, 9780198339472


**Wine in the Bible: A Biblical Study on the Use of Alcoholic Beverages** Samuele Bacchiocchi (2001),

**The History of Bay County in Pictures** Tommy Smith (2001), This book is a history of Bay County using hundreds of old Bay County pictures from the past. Over many years, I have accumulated several thousand of such pictures. With the help of local citizens and BeneMac Publishing Company, this book is now before you. It is such a p... 097061781X, 9780970617811

**The Port of Wells: 1100 Years of History** Graham Pooley (1992), 0951612018, 9780951612019

**Cumulative Subject Index, Volumes 32-53** Miguel Berrios (1997), Critically acclaimed for more than 25 years, the Methods in Cell Biology series provides an indispensable tool for the researcher. Each volume is carefully edited by experts to contain state-of-the-art reviews and step-by-step protocols. Techniq... 0125641567, 9780125641562

**Pineal and retinal relationships** Paul J. O'Brien, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (U.S.), National Eye Institute (1986), 012523970X, 9780125239707


**The New Dictionary of Spiritual Thought** Carol E. Parrish-Harra (1994), 0945027117, 9780945027119


**Hardwired Humanity** Sarah Wagner (2008), Hardwired Humanity is a collection of short stories by Science-Fiction author, Sarah Wagner. Set in the new future, when cyborgs are not too uncommon, Sarah weaves tails of suspense and intrigue packed with raw human emotion. 0981566987, 9780981566986

**Monty P. Com Waste Time Jewelcase** 7th Level, Limited (1995),

**Cold Blooded: A Hardcore Novel** The Urban Griot (2004), Omar Tyree -- writing as The Urban Griot -- delivers a thrilling novel about a jaded college girl who when scorned becomes more lethal than the hardened criminal with whom she falls in love. When Janeia Goode, a beautiful undergrad
studying psychology at Chicago State University... 0743270843, 9780743270847

The Miracle of Marriage  Judith A. Brumbaugh (1996), 0962460389, 9780962460388

Nobody's Fault: Surprises from the Earth and the Heart  Jonathan Pearce (2006), Twelve-year-old Tery Ordway takes a reporter's job under an overbearing editor on Balona High School's summer newspaper, the Korndogger. The subject of her article is 105-year-old Junior Kuhl, a survivor of the fearsome 1906 San Francisco... 0976547937, 9780976547938

A Very Short History of the World  Geoffrey Blainey (2007), Following the success of his A Short History of the World, eminent historian Geoffrey Blainey has abridged his account of the grand adventure of human history to create an even more accessible version of his absorbing work. A Very Short History of the World traces the story of the world's people ... 1742282857, 9781742282855

Offerings  Dorothy Sandler-Glick (2009), 0981127215, 9780981127217

Credo: Theory of Music Training Programme. Grade 1  Sarah Johanna Cloete (2005), 0947050191, 9780947050191

Stan Lee Presents: Power Pack and Cloak & Dagger : Shelter from the Storm  Bill Mantlo, Stan Lee (1989), 0871356015, 9780871356017


Facilitating Grief, Loss, and Trauma Support Groups: A Guidebook for Mental Health Professionals Dealing with Grief, Loss, and Trauma Issues Among Children and Adolescents  Louise M. Aldrich (2002), 0971428212, 9780971428218

Algebra 1, (1977), 0153539194, 9780153539190

Battle for Australia, Volume 1  Alex McDermott, Hugh Dolan (2013), Australia was unprepared in 1942. The country had sent its soldiers to fight in North Africa, leaving its shores unprotected. Australia's then Prime Minister, Menzies, was more concerned with the defence of Britain than he was for his own nation. The Royal ... 0987282921, 9780987282927


Times Gone By: Memoirs of a Man of Action: Memoirs of a Man of Action  Vicente Perez Rosales (2003), Times Gone By is a collection of brief memoirs by Vincente Perez Rosales in which he records his varied adventures in his native Chile, Argentina, France, Germany, and the... 0198027826, 9780198027829

Information technology: a luddite analysis  Frank Webster, Kevin Robins (1986), Drawing widely on sociological, economic, and political theory combined with detailed attention to technical, business, and sociological evidence, this critical scholarly work offers a comprehensive analysis both of the significance of computing and comm... 089391343X, 9780893913434

Disney Years: Seen Through a Photographer's Lens (2002),

Greco-Armenian Conspiracy Against Turkey Revived, Salahi Ramadan Sonyel (1975), 0950488615, 9780950488615

Physical Chemistry for the Chemical and Biological Sciences  Raymond Chang (2000), This book meets the needs of an introductory course on physical chemistry, and is an ideal choice for courses geared toward pre-medical and life sciences students. A wealth of applications to biological
Marketing Channels Anne T. Coughlan (2001), This best-selling text has a new look and a new author helping to keep this classic at the leading edge of Channels research. Using examples taken from all over the world, this text shows students how to design, develop, and maintain effective relationships among ... 0130127728, 9780130127723


2008 Thumbnail Media Planner: Media Costs and Data (2008), 0978511735, 9780978511739

Sharp: Simple Strategies to Boost Your Brainpower Heidi Hanna (2011), This actionable user's guide draws on recent scientific research and groundbreaking new concepts in performance psychology and mind-body wellness to target one of the most important parts o... 0983612757, 9780983612759

I Am Regina Sally M. Keehn (2001), The cabin door crashes open-and in a few minutes Regina's life changes forever. Allegheny Indians murder her father and brother, burn their Pennsylvania home to the ground, and ... 110107695X, 9781101076958

The Tsististas: A Brief History of the Cheyenne (2008), 0980085039, 9780980085037

Henry Lawson Short Stories Henry Lawson, Sir Russell Drysdale (1981), 0959420908, 9780959420906

War and the Cultural Turn Jeremy Black (2013), In this stimulating new text, renowned military historian Jeremy Black unpacks the concept of culture as a descriptive and analytical approach to the history of warfare. Black takes the reader through the limits an... 0745674100, 9780745674100

Sathya Sai Education in Human Values Carole Alderman (2003), 0954321308, 9780954321307

Cry, the Beloved Country: The Play : a Story of Comfort in Desolation Willem Van der Walt (2006), This classic South African novel by Alan Paton has now been successfully adapted for the stage by acclaims playwright Roy Sargeant.Set in 1946, this is a moving story of a father's search for his son, the terrible discovery of the young man's crime and punishment, and the fate of their... 0195764897, 9780195764895

The Course of Mexican History Michael C. Meyer, William L. Sherman (1983), Still the leading book on Mexican history from the pre-Columbian periods to the present, this thoroughly updated sixth edition of The Course of Mexican History introduces a new co-author, Susan Deeds, and features a new emphasis on social and c... 0195031512, 9780195031515

Initials Only Anna Katharine Green (2004), This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that d... 1419126482, 9781419126482

Dependency in Homes for Elderly People: A Report of a Survey for Hampshire County Council Social Services Department Graham Moon, Social Services Research and Intelligence Unit (1986),

Contestant  Stephanie Doyle (2010), How far would her competition go to win a million dollars? Lying? Cheating? Murder? That's what former Olympic diver Talia Mooney feared when the body washed up on the site of the Ul... 1426862083, 9781426862083

Wraith  Kevin Davison (2010), 0982771630, 9780982771631

The Sword of the Lily: Expanding Out Capacity to Love  Susan Jonathon (), Christian psychology analyzing the human heart for the benefit of understanding so that counselors and lay persons and managers in the church can help people with more skill. Listening, satanic warfare, addiction and person... 0967236010, 9780967236018

A Fort of Nine Towers  Qais Akbar Omar (2013), 'To read this book is to understand Afghanistan as it exists today. This haunting memoir traces the unimaginable odyssey of one family whose world has collapsed . . . Poetic, powerful, and unforgettable.' Khaled Hosseini, author of The Kite Runner. Qais Akba... 1447221761, 9781447221760


Dir 64/54/Ecc  Stationery Office, The (1964), 0119736144, 9780119736144

Approaching the Dairy Product Markets in China  Albert Pan, Zhang Sen, Zeefer Consulting (2010), As one of the Series of Approaching China, this book presents a full view of China's dairy products market, provides analysis and suggestions on how to ap... 0986467227, 9780986467226


Savonarola  Lance Banbury (2006), 0975803344, 9780975803349

Making Equity Work: Releasing Unlimited Possibilities for Closing the Achievement Gap in Your School  Stacy L. Scott (2005), 0976439328, 9780976439325

Five Stories: Remembering Childhood Removal from Homeland by Former British Child Migrants  Briget Claire Boyd, Margaret Attard (2004), These are the stories of British child migrants, told by the women who experienced first hand being taken away from their homeland to a frightening new world. 0975050532, 9780975050538

Time Spinner  Roy Apps (1992), Rosemary travels back in time and space from the 21st century to research the life of her great-grandmother on earth in 1990. Suggested level: primary. 0099818000, 9780099818007

Herbs Against Cancer: History and Controversy  Ralph W. Moss (1998), A comprehensive and indispensable guide to the use of herbs in preventing and treating cancer. Acclaimed science writer Ralph Moss thoroughly explores the most potent an... 1881025403, 9781881025405

CC with EBook Value Pack Access Card  John Daniels (2001),

On the Aesthetic Education of Man: In a Series of Letters  Friedrich Schiller, J Friedrich Von Schiller (1982), 0198153597, 9780198153597

The Team-building Workshop: A Trainer's Guide  Vivette Payne (2001), "Of all the challenges faced by organizations today, team-building ranks as one of the biggest--and most critical. With organizations increasingly dependent on high-performance teams for virtually every imaginable activ... 0814470793, 9780814470794
Math Advantage: Texas Edition (1999),  0153106980, 9780153106989

Royal Marines Band Service: To Celebrate He 100th Anniversary of the Founding of the Royal Naval School of Music at Eastney and the Commencement of the Modern Royal Marines Band Service  John Ambler, Royal Marines Historical Society (2003),  0953616320, 9780953616329

Academic Connections, Volume 4 (2010),  Academic Connections is a four-level integrated skills course designed for students preparing for academic study as well as for standardized tests such as the TOEFL test. A systematic, step-by-step... 0132338416, 9780132338417

Battlefield Pilot: Memoirs of a Field Artillery Pilot in World War II  Dennis C. Rizzo (2002), 0970982623, 9780970982629

Gowie Corby Plays Chicken  Gene Kemp (1979), Gowie believes he should trust no one and should want no friends until he encounters the remarkable Rosie Angela Lee. 0140313222, 9780140313222

A Layperson's Guide to Historical Archaeology in Maryland: Examples from the Lost Towns of Anne Arundel Project  James G. Gibb (1999), 0967341507, 9780967341507

Inspirational Writings to Edify the Soul  El Shamar Desktop Publishing (2004),

Toys: An Integrated Unit  Kathy Rogers (1993), 0944459862, 9780944459867


Sea of Shadows  Jeff Edwards (2010), (Originally published as TORPEDO) OUT GUNNED... OUT MANEUVERED... OUT THOUGHT... THE ONLY WAY TO SURVIVE IS TO CHANGE THE RULES. A minor accident at a German nuclear power... 0983008507, 9780983008507

Matter and Memory  Henri Bergson (1988), "Since the end of the last century," Walter Benjamin wrote, "philosophy has made a series of attempts to lay hold of the 'true' experience as opposed to the kind th... 0942299043, 9780942299045

Fire Officer: Principles and Practice  Iafc (2010), The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) And The International Association Of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) Are Pleased To Bring You The Second Edition Of Fire... 1449601626, 9781449601621

Tighten Your Belt: Gastric Band Surgery: A Newer, Safer, Surgical Option that Will Not Only Help You Lose Weight, But Also Keep it Off!  Duc C. Vuong (2008), This book provides an overview of Obesity in America, its current trends, and possible solutions to the burgeoning weight epidemic. It serves as the beginner's guide to understanding gastric banding surgery and what qualities one should look for ... 0981454593, 9780981454597

John Bulmer's recollections of Victorian Aboriginal life, 1855-1908  John Bulmer, Museum Victoria (1999), John Bulmer spent forty years of his life as missionary to Aboriginal people in Victoria, in 1855 devoting his activities to communities on the Murray, but most of his life was spent at Lake Tyers where he established a Church of England... 0957747128, 9780957747128

Reflections of an Elder Brother: Awakening from the Dream  Bartholomew, Mary-Margaret Moore (1998), In this text, Bartholomew argues that we only need awaken to who we are to find what we seek. He reveals the illusions of self-imposed limitations and reminds us constantly that we have never been sepa... 1561703877, 9781561703876

Harry Stern: man of action, man of compassion  David Rabeeya, Clara Isaacman (1999), 0967263891, 9780967263892
customization: journalism is undergoing the most fundamental transformation since the rise of the penny press in the nineteenth century. Here... 0422767905, 9780422767903

**Government Response to the Health Select Committee: Inquiry Into Head Injury Rehabilitation** (2001), 0101522622, 9780101522625

**In Her Words: Women's Writings in the History of Christian Thought** Amy Oden (1994), In Her Words illustrates the contributions made to contemporary Christian theology by the increasing number of female theologians. Oden compiles selections fro... 0687459729, 9780687459728

**Psychology** Carole Wade (2007), 0131973959, 9780131973954

**Me, My Dreams and I** Daniel J. Joseph (2009), Do YOU dream? Of course you do, we all do. It is one of the great traits that we as human beings all share in common. Dreams are powerful, influential and more signif... 0981212700, 9780981212708

**Terra Incognita: Mapping the Antipodes Before 1600** Alfred Hiatt (2008), From the age of antiquity to the Middle Ages, scholars argued about the existence of places, and perhaps peoples, beyond the world known to Europeans. But to allow for the possibility of such lands and races rais... 0226333035, 9780226333038

**The Day the Whale Came** Eve Bunting (1998), At the turn of the century, sideshows traveled by train across the country, displaying oddities of one sort or another. Captain Pinkney stopped in Johnstown, Illinois, with his own attraction: a dead humpback whale. Ben and his friend Tommy are on their way to see the whale ... 015201456X, 9780152014568

**Nature Hide and Seek: Oceans** John Norris Wood (2009), A fine briefing document for a visit to the aquarium. The Washington Post Book World Deep in the world's oceans, fascinating creatures are camouflaged in coral reefs, lurking in weeds, and buried in sand. An irre... 1935021575, 9781935021575

**Biblical Forms of Worship** Linda (Conrey) Mahoney (2008),

**Rough Surfaces** T. R. Thomas (1999), This text addreseses the topic of surface roughness, how to measure and describe it, and what practical problems it might cause. Updated to include advances ... 1860941001, 9781860941009

**The Franklin: Not Just a River** James McQueen (1983), Includes interview with Michael Mansell on Aboriginality, significance of Kutikina and Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre. 0140068473, 9780140068474

**Discovering God's Vision for Your Marriage: Participant's Workbook** Clint and Penny Bragg (2006),

**Challenging the Canyon: A Family Man Builds a Dam** Beryl Gail Churchill (2001), 0965294269, 9780965294263

**Aristotle's Ethics: Critical Essays** Nancy Sherman (2000), The ethics of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), and virtue ethics in general, have seen a resurgence of interest over the past few decades. No longer do utilitarian... 0585214034, 9780585214030

**Levine's Subject Index of the Higher Degree and Diploma Theses of the Faculty of Dentistry University of Sydney 1928-2000 (with an Index of the Authors)** Sydney Levine, John Highfield (2001), 0959447148, 9780959447149

A River Beckons: And Paddlewheels Ply for Peoples’ Pleasure, Volume 1 (2006), 9780976063438

Poor Things: Episodes from the Early Life of Archibald McCandless M. D. Scottish Public Health Officer (2002), Alasdair Gray, What strange secret made rich, beautiful, tempestuous Bella Baxter irresistible to the poor Scottish medical student Archie McCandless? Was it her mysterious origin in the home of his monstrous friend Godwin Baxter, the geni... 0747562288, 9780747562283

Xcode Tools Sensei (First Edition) (2013), Mark Szymczyk

The Last Mophrey (1986), Layton George Joseph Layberry, 9780946771905

Cosmical Electrodynamics (2013), Hannes Alfven

To Repair the World: Paul Farmer Speaks to the Next Generation (2013), Paul Farmer, Here, for the first time, is a collection of short speeches by the charismatic doctor and social activist Paul Farmer. One of the most passionate and influential voices for global health equity and social justice, Farmer encourages young people to t... 0520955439, 9780520955431

Lenin in Love (2000), David Pinner, Lenin, the Communist icon, believed that his secret life would die with him. The opening of the Soviet archives in the mid 1990s has proved otherwise. Lenin in Love is a comedy about a tragedy, which exposes the sexual troika and the sadistic proclivities of arguably the foremost p... 1840022027, 9781840022025


Programmed College Vocabulary (2005), George Feinstein's Programmed College Vocabulary, 7E prepares students for college course work by covering literary and academic terms. Stressing the basic terminology of fiction, poetry, psychology, social science, and computer words, this ... 0131487663, 9780131487666

Will You Make it Ten? (1983), Anne Fergusson, 9780969036517

Secrets To Make Your Broadway Dream A Reality: ACTing the song (2012), Stephen Horst, In NYC everyone can sing. The only way to stand out in auditions is to ACT the song. This is a complex and extremely subjective process. You must learn how to "connect to the lyric" and let your emotions flow openly within you for all to see and experie... 0985517662, 9780985517663

Sensing the Past: Hollywood Stars and Historical Visions (2012), Jim Cullen, How do perceptions of the past—not just of particular events, but of the trajectory of history as a whole—shape our experience of the world? Sensing the Past tackles this ... 0199323887, 9780199323883

Do You Feel Loved by Me?: Practical Suggestions for More Caring Relationships (1998), Philip Rogers, 9780953138012

An Historian's Sketchbook of Orange (2003), John Miller, 9780957865430

Tourism marketing and management handbook (1989), Stephen F. Witt, Luiz Moutinho, 013925885X, 9780139258855

Ice Dream's Wish: A Book for Children and Inner Children (2013), Nasrin Mottahedeh, A children's book about a snowman with special gifts who gets his wish and learns and grows along the way
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 24, Housing and Urban Development, Pt. 200-499, Revised as of April 1 2007 (2007), The Code of Federal Regulations is a codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the Executive departments and agencies of the United ... 0160782473, 9780160782473

Chance: A Tale in Two Parts Joseph Conrad (2011), One of Joseph Conrad's most popular works, this rich, complex tale provides an account of the woebegone heiress Flora de Barral, whose dearth of life experie... 1775453731, 9781775453734

The Parable of the Fig Tree: Discerning the Signs That Herald Christ's Return Ryan Habben (2009), Have you learned the parable of the fig tree? If not, you are commanded by Jesus to learn this lesson. End-times speculation and scenarios continue to flood the land. how are we to discern the true markers of Christ's return... 0981527647, 9780981527642

Paramedic Care: Prin V3& V4 & 1key Blkbd Pk ANONIMO (2006), 0136133118, 9780136133117


Social Assistance in OECD Countries: Country reports Tony Eardley (1996),

No Safety in Numbers, Volume 1 Dayna Lorentz (2013), A suspenseful survival story and modern day Lord of the Flies set in a mall that looks just like yours. A biological bomb has just been discovered in the air ducts of a busy suburban mall. At first nobody knows if it's even life threatening, but then th... 0142425974, 9780142425978

A Rock Grows Up: The Pacific Northwest Up Close and Personal Randi S. Goodrich, Michael Goodrich (1996), Explains the development of the Pacific Northwest and the various kinds of rocks that can be found there 0965110109, 9780965110105

The DreamGiver Bruce Wilkinson (2004), This 8 part study series with Bruce Wilkinson takes you through the stages of the Dream Journey to help you discover your Big Dream. 1932131264, 9781932131260


Go Math!: Florida. Florida benchmarks practice book ()

Carniepunk Rachel Caine, Rob Thurman, Kevin Hearne, Seanan McGuire, Jennifer Estep, Allison Pang, Kelly Gay, Delilah S. Dawson, Kelly Meding (2013), Come one, come all! The Carniepunk Midway promises you every thrill and chill a traveling carnival can provide. But fear not! Urban fantasies biggest stars are here to guide you through this strange an... 1476714339, 9781476714332

Amakhono Okuziphilisa: Ngapha Nangapha Kerry Knowles, Amanda Siegrhn, Kitty Sokhela (2000), 0195717899, 9780195717891


Access Code Card for the Online Tutorial for the National Evaluation Series Early Childhood Education Test Pearson Teacher Education, Nes Pearson Nes (2011), Created with your success in mind, two regarded Pearson companies, the Evaluation Systems group of Pearson and Pearson's Teacher Education and Development group, have jointly developed this robust stud... 0132118114, 9780132118118

Anatomy of a Context: English Language Teaching in Italy Alison Duguid (2001), 0948214120,
only Microsoft Works, but also introductory hardware topics and the Window operating environment. Each chapter describes how operations are performed and includes numerous screens and menus...

The African-American Odyssey, Volume 2
Darlene Clark Hine, William C. Hine, Stanley Harrold (2000), 0130870501, 9780130870506

The Ambassadors: From Ancient Greece to Renaissance Europe, the Men Who Introduced the World to Itself
Jonathan Wright (2011), More than simply diplomats, ambassadors were once adventurers who dared uncertain fates in unknown lands, bringing exotic gifts to unpredictable leaders. Tracing their remarkable journeys, The Ambassadors takes us from the linguistically challenged Greek Megasthenes to the... 0156031469, 9780156031462

The Play
Roderick Hunt, Alex Brychta (2000), 0195244591, 9780195244595

Fort Dad
Stephen Paul Miller (2009), Poetry. Illustrated by Noah Miller. "Our consciousness needs a new conscience; human consciousness needs a new keel. Some of its lines of design may be found in Miller's poetry"--Sam Truitt, American Book Review. "Conversational fluidity and unstrained syntax enable Mi... 0978555554, 9780978555559

The Persistent Journey
Eleanor L. Rowe (2008), 0980200326, 9780980200324
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